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With the growing concerns over global warming and depleting oil reserves, full and hybrid elec-
tric vehicles (EVs) are gaining significant attention from commercial bodies as well as government
policymakers. Considering the high cost and range anxiety of full EVs, hybrid EVs are expected
to be the immediate solution. The electric drive train of the hybrid vehicle needs to have four main
functions, high torque low-speed motoring for engine starting,low torque high speed generating for
charging the onboard battery as the vehicle alternator, medium torque medium speed motoring for
torque boost, and medium torque medium speed generating for regenerative braking. Two electric
machine drives are normally required to meet the above requirements, resulting in a complex system
and higher cost. In this thesis, a novel induction machine drive, reconfigurable induction machine
drive (RIMD) is proposed to achieve a modified torque-speed envelope, so the drive train of hybrid
EVs can be replaced by one single machine drive.
The reconfigurable induction machine drive is based on the principle of pole phase modulation.
A novel concept of independent phase belt controlled pole-phase modulation is developed. The pro-
posed pole-phase modulation technique offers higher reconfigurability compared to the previously
reported literature. As an example, a toroidally wound machine with 36 stator slots can be recon-
figured to 2/4/6/8/10 pole operation by using a 12-phase inverter. The proposed concept is analysed
by using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) method and the equivalent circuit and parameters of the
reconfigurable induction machine are obtained.
To validate the proposed machine, a scaled-down 1.5 kW prototype has been developed which
is capable of 2/4/6/8/10 pole operation. A 12-phase inverter has been developed as well to drive
the machine. Results from open and short circuit tests have validated the design and equivalent
circuit model of the machine. A circulating power test bench has been developed. The torque-speed
characteristics of the developed machine have been obtained from the test bench.
Finally, a dynamic model of the proposed RIMD has been developed based on the d-q model
theory. The model has been then used to develop an online pole transition control scheme, which en-
sures there is no significant oscillation in speed and current. The scheme allows online pole transition
in only 0.1 s. The dynamic model along with with the proposed control scheme has been simulated in
Matlab – Simulink platform. Finally the online pole changing control scheme has been implemented
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This chapter starts with looking into the automobile sector, in terms of energy consump-
tion and contribution to global greenhouse gas emission, setting the context for the
need of automobile electrification and hybridisation. The chapter then provides a brief
overview of the vehicle architectures for electrification and hybridisation, followed by
literature survey on the electric drives for automobile application, and concluding with
the pole changing induction machine drive as the main focus of this thesis. The chapter
finally concludes with a brief outline of the structure of this thesis
1.1 Motivation
The global demand for energy has been increasing ever since mankind has learnt to harness
fossil fuel as a source of energy. However the rate of increase of the energy demand has
increased significantly in recent past. The net energy consumption almost doubled from
4294 Mtoe to 9173 Mtoe from 1971 to 2013 [7]. In the same time frame energy consumption
in the transport sector increased at an even higher rate, from 977 Mtoe in 1971 to 2568 Mtoe
in 2013 - resulting in more than 2.5 times increase. This results in a similar contribution in
the greenhouse gas emission as well, the transport sector being responsible for 14.3% of the
global greenhouse gas emission [8]. Most of this contribution is made by the road transport
(10.5% of the global greenhouse gas emission) [9].
With such an impact in global energy consumption and the greenhouse gas emission,
the improvement of the fuel economy of road transport is of interest. Further, in accordance
with the increasing level of pollution and concern over depleting oil storage, the rising
level of regulatory restriction requires more fuel efficient and low emission automobiles.
Electric vehicle (EV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) seem to provide a solution for
1
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this challenge, with a price for the additional weight and the cost of the electric powertrain
components [10, 11]. In order to achieve an optimized weight, cost and fuel efficiency,
several vehicle powertrain architectures with different level of electrification, such as micro,
mild, full, and plug-in hybrid and full electric options (discussed in detail in section 1.2) are
available [12–15]. However, due to the inherent problem of cost and volume of the battery
pack, along with range anxiety, the electric vehicle is yet to gain major market share [12],
whereas hybrids have gained popularity, in both high-end and low-end automobiles. Micro
and Mild hybrid vehicles offer the most attractive option in terms of fuel economy and
component cost of extra electric powertrain [11], which can be argued as the major driving
force behind their larger market share amongst all other alternate architectures[12]. Several
market analysis reports also indicate [16] a growth of the hybrids until there is a significant
breakthrough in energy storage causing affordable and smaller battery systems.
Further, with the growing concern over electric and hybrid vehicles, there is a need to
meet improved performance and design specifications, such as efficiency, torque density,
weight, volume and cost [17]. This requirement has triggered studies towards different
possible motor technologies as well as revisiting existing motor technologies [18]. In this
context, a study to design an electric drive for micro / mild hybrid automobiles by combining
the knowledge of power electronics and electric machine design to meet this challenge is of
relevance.
1.2 Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Architectures
There have been several vehicle architectures proposed and developed for electrification
and hybridisation of automobiles, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Full electric vehicle, as shown in
Fig. 1.1a completely removes the internal combustion engine (ICE), and replaces it with
an electric machine. The machine is driven by a power electronic inverter, from the energy
stored in the battery. The battery is recharged through the onboard charger / off-board
charger using mains electricity.
Unlike full electric vehicle, hybrid architecture keeps the ICE, along with an electric
machine. For the series hybrid, the vehicle is again driven fully by an electric machine
from the battery through a power electronic converter. However, as shown in Fig. 1.1b, the
engine is operated at its most efficient point (torque, speed) to charge the battery through the
generator when the battery state of charge (SOC) is low. The plug-in hybrid has the option
to charge the battery also from the onboard charger before the start of the journey. This
arrangement allows reduction in size of the battery, as the battery need not store the energy
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(a) Full electric (b) Plug-in series hybrid (c) Parallel hybrid
Figure 1.1: Electric and hybrid vehicle architecture
for the full range of the vehicle, while addressing the issue of the range anxiety of electric
vehicles. Although this architecture reduces the size of the costly battery needed, compared
to that of the EV, the vehicle consists of two full-sized machines (the generator and the
drive motor), thus increasing the cost, weight and volume of the powertrain. However, the
parallel hybrid solves this challenge, by adding/subtracting necessary torque directly with
the engine, as shown in Fig. 1.1c [19]. This architecture reduces both the size of the battery
as well as the electric machine needed for hybridisation, thus offering the most optimised
solution.
In the conventional automobiles a starter motor (usually a DC motor) [20], is used to
start the combustion engine, operating at low speed high torque range intermittently (only
to start the engine, with a maximum duration of 20-30s). Further, there is a separate electric
machine (usually a Lundell Alternator) [21] to generate electricity (wide speed range op-
eration), which supplies power to the vehicle power network and charges the battery. The
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.2a.
Th Integrated Starter Alternator (ISA) [22, 23] makes the first step towards a micro
or mild hybrid automobile, where a single electrical machine is used for starting an internal
combustion engine from a standstill, generating electrical energy when the engine is running
as shown in Fig. 1.2b. The ISA can be directly used to replace the starter motor and
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Figure 1.2: Schematic arrangement of starter, alternator and ISA
and belt, as shown in Fig. 1.2b. However, this arrangement allows starting, generation,
and torque boost functionality only. To achieve regenerative braking, the system has to be
modified as shown in Fig. 1.2c [19]. The stator of the machine is energised only when
torque is to be added (motoring mode) or subtracted (generating mode) from the torque
produced by the engine. Otherwise, the rotor of the machine only transmits the torque from
the engine to the transmission. When the brake is applied, the clutch is disengaged, and the
ISA can be used for regenerative braking. The black arrowheads in the figures 1.2a, 1.2b
and 1.2c, shows the direction of torque transmission, whereas the blue arrowheads show the
direction of electrical power transmission.
It is clear the ISA needs to operate in different operating modes such as high torque - low
speed for cranking, and high speed - low torque for alternator mode in cruising. Further,
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the intermediate range of torque and speed will allow other hybrid functionality such as
regeneration and torque boost. These different applications of a single machine demand
a very wide torque and speed range of operation in both motoring and generating mode
[20, 22].
Different types of electric machines [17, 24, 25], induction machine (IM ) [26–30],
permanent magnet (PM) machine [19, 20, 31–37], Lundell Alternator [38], Switched Re-
luctance Motor (SRM) [23, 39–43] have been discussed as potential candidates, with each
of them having some advantages and disadvantages. As discussed by Chan in [44] IM and
PM was being researched extensively for electric and hybrid automotive application. DC
motor, although had a simpler control scheme, due to the inherent problem of commutator
and brush, was not a suitable choice for this application[11, 44]. Further, as pointed out in
[11, 17, 22, 44] SRM was also being considered for this application. Although SRM has the
advantage of robust construction, the difficulty of control, torque ripple and acoustic noise
are major problems to be addressed. Further, in recent years SRM has drawn attention in
research field [18] to find the alternative of PM motors, which depend on costly rare-earth
material [17]. The next section presents a literature survey on the various type of electric
drives proposed for ISA.
1.3 Electric Drive for ISA
In this section, the advantages and disadvantages along with recent research on three major
drives for electric and hybrid automobile application, (a) PM machine and (b) SRM, and
(c) IM, have been discussed. Further, in micro and mild hybrid automobile application,
the electric machine also replaces the alternator of the vehicle. Hence recent research and
possible options for automotive alternators [21, 24, 25] is also discussed along with the
existing literature [15, 21, 25, 45–49] on use of 42V system along with suitable power
electronic controller for bi-directional power flow and control.
1.3.1 Permanent Magnet Motor
Amongst different possible candidates, PM machines offer maximum torque and power
density, leading to the first choice for major automobile manufacturers for the initial period
[17, 44].
Sensor-less control ( speed sensor) of Interior PM machine (IPM) [31] has been reported
for ISA application. Further, different approaches have been proposed to overcome the chal-
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lenge of field-weakening control of IPM motor, at a higher speed of operation. Optimized
machine design [34–36] along with the control scheme for the power electronic converter
[32, 34, 37] has been reported. PM assisted Synchronous Reluctance Motor has been ex-
plored for ISA application [19]. Further, doubly excited PM motor has been reported in [33],
where another excitation winding has been introduced to control the field. A similar concept
has been extended to the machine reported in [19] resulting in the Biaxial Excitation Gen-
erator [20] for ISA application. Research has been reported on reconfigurable winding [50]
and open winding [51] configured IPM motor also. 4 different topologies, a) series-parallel,
b) boosted inverter, c) tapped winding and d) Y −∆ configuration has been studied both with
simulation results and experimentally (option a-c only) in [50]. The study concludes based
on cost, size, power, efficiency, machine leads and torque disturbance tapped winding is an
optimized choice. Gerrits et al report a reconfigurable winding surface PM machine (SPM)
in [51]. The described machine uses 4 inverter modules ( 3 leg bridge converter) to feed 6
phase open winding configuration. The described machine has the option to reconfigure in
series and parallel mode also.
Although significant research has been reported on PM machines for ISA application,
recent uncertainty in rare earth material pricing [17] has drawn attention towards machines
without rare earth materials [18]. Further, the temperature sensitivity of the permanent
magnet material makes it less attractive for an automotive application and SPM motors are
not suitable for very high speed [30].
1.3.2 Switched Reluctance Motor
Due to rugged rotor construction and constant power over a wide speed range [23], SRM has
been considered as a potential candidate for electric and hybrid electric vehicle application.
A 6 kW Switched Reluctance Generator automotive ISA application is discussed by Tor-
rey in [39]. The paper discusses the general principle of operation and control of switched
reluctance generators in detail, along with a discussion of SRM’s spatial and magnetic non-
linearity. Schofield et al discuss an SRM for ISA application with a light truck engine in
[40]. Simulation based design and some experimental results of a 42V 6 kW SRM for ISA
application have been reported in [41]. In [42] Kiyota et al report design, simulation and
experimental results of a 60 kW SRM, to match the dimension and performance of IPM
used in the Toyota Prius. These results [40–42] report machine performance comparable to
that of PM motors, even, with some cases improved peak efficiency and torque. Hu et al
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report a new SRM Drive for series plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) in [43], where
the machine winding is also used for battery charging from the grid. [52] reports use of a
three phase inverter for driving six phase inverter, however, extra diodes are needed in series
of each winding.
SRM has the potential to reach almost similar power and torque densities of IPM, and
without the use of costly rare-earth permanent magnet materials [42]. Hence, recently as an
alternative candidate for EV and HEV application, this is being researched significantly[18].
However, the disadvantages of SRM, such as a unique power converter, or extra power
electronic componentand high level of vibration and noise, along with difficulty of control,
have not allowed major adoption of this technology.
1.3.3 Induction Motor
With the advent of power electronic controllers, variable speed control of IM became easy
[44]. Extensive application of IM and Space Vector control, also known as Flux Oriented
Control (FOC) in other industrial applications led to extensive research in this field, making
one of the most mature electric drive technologies.
ISA application of IM has been reported by several authors [26, 28], where the motor is
controlled by vector control along with sensor less control[28]. Further, a novel topology
using a fractionally rated inverter to feed the reactive power only for generator application
has been reported in [27]. Direct flux vector control scheme has been proposed by Zhang et
al in [29] , which is derived from the direct torque control principle. In the recent paper [30]
Jurkovic et al describe the technology for a commercially available vehicle from General
Motors. The effect of machine design, use of stator bar conductor and rotor bar selection
in machine performance and noise reduction has been reported. Martin et al describes a
reconfigurable-winding IM for the ISA application in [53]. The research reports result for
a reconfigurable winding IM (4 pole / 8 Pole) using simple V/f control. To implement the
reconfigurable winding topology, individual stator leads are brought outside, and connec-
ted by an electrically controlled switch network. Although some interesting improvement
in torque-speed characteristics has been reported, in both motoring and generating mode,
application of these many switches makes it difficult for practical implementation in an
automobile. In [2], Miller et al discuss pole phase modulated (PPM) ISA, using toroid-
ally wound IM, which brings similar enhancement in torque-speed characteristic as in the
previous paper, with a smaller number of switches, which offers a wide torque-speed char-
acteristic by changing the pole number of the IM.
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Although for initial years of electric and hybrid vehicles, PM machine was the first
choice for a commercial solution [17] due to their higher torque and power density, IM
still stood as next choice. Robust construction, matured manufacturing process along with
established FOC control are several advantages of IM for xEV application. However, the
power density and efficiency of IM is slightly lower than PM machines [17]. However PM
machines with high flux density, are dependent on rare-earth material, and price hike of rare-
earth materials in 2011-12, caused a total shift towards IM [17] by all major manufacturers.
Further, special precaution need to be taken for PM materials against high temperature and
shock due to vehicle vibration in automotive application. These restrictions make PM ma-
terial free drives such as IM an attractive choice for xEV application.
1.3.4 Automotive Alternators and Power Network
The previous sections (Sec. 1.3.1 -1.3.3) mostly focus on the literature only related to ISA
application of electric drives. However, as ISA also need to meet the requirements of ex-
isting automobile alternator and power network, in this section few recent studies on the
alternator of the conventional automobiles - Lundell alternator, the challenges in modern
automobile power generation and scope of power electronics and control to address them
will be discussed.
In [21] Perreault et al introduce a Switched Mode Rectifier (SMR) with Lundell Al-
ternator to enhance the output capability of the machine almost by 100% by load matching.
Lorilla et al report a comparative study of 4 electrical machines for automotive alternator
application in [24, 25]. The papers report analytical results in [24]. FEM simulation based
optimization study to find the advantages of different machines when being used with the
SMR are described in [21]. The study concludes that the Lundell Alternator as the most
effective solution, and hence the choice of future application. The concept discussed in
[21] is further taken forward in [38] by Tang et al, by introducing a modular cell like inter-
leaved winding. The interleaved winding reduces output voltage ripple significantly, hence
the requirement of the capacitor on the output. In [54] Sarafianos et al discuss the scope of
alternate diode bridges to improve the Lundell alternator performance. In [55] a MATLAB
based model of Lundell alternator has been developed from simple characterisation tests
and experimentally validated. In [56] Neugebauer et al describe a computer aided optim-
ized design of the 42-14V DC/DC converter for future dual voltage automobile systems.
The challenges of voltage transients and sensitivity in automobile power networks has
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been discussed in [57–59]. Further different control and load management strategies have
been discussed to address them [60–62].
1.3.5 Commercial Cases
Having discussed the recent trend in research on electrical drives for ISA application, it is
worthwhile to look briefly into different commercially available technologies in the mar-
ket from different automobile manufacturers. This gives an idea of industry adaptation of
various technologies discussed in previous sections.
In [44] several hybrid technologies from the major automobile manufacturer is reported,
including both commercial as well as technology demonstration models which are reported
here. Toyota Prius is one of the earliest Hybrid Electric Vehicles, which used 33 kW PM
Brush Less DC (BLDC) machine for its first generation. Honda Civic used a 10 kW PM
machine as its hybrid drive. Saturn Vue from General Motors is another commercial model
which used a 5kW belt driven IM as a starter-alternator in a micro-hybrid system. Further,
[30] reports the IM used for e-assist technology available in 2012 Buick Lacrosse and Chevy
Malibu from General Motors. Application of SRM has been also mentioned in [41] for
General Motor’s E-Commodore technology demonstration model.
1.4 Conclusion
PM machines clearly have shown maximum torque and power density in terms of both
volume and weight, and have been the first choice for initial hybrid electric vehicles and
drawn a significant amount of research as well. However, the volatile price of rare-earth ma-
terial has shifted the trend in research towards rare-earth material free machines [18]. IM,
particularly copper bar rotor machines have been used for this application mostly, where
matured space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) or direct torque control (DTC)
based control strategy is utilised. Further, due to some major technical challenges of torque
ripple, difficulty of control and requirement of special converter topology, SRM has re-
mained mostly in research only, although it has been reported to have efficiency, power and
torque density close to those of PM machines, and slightly higher than IM. Position sensor
less control has special advantage for this application due to increased robustness of the sys-
tem. Further, it has been clearly reported, to achieve maximum utilization optimized design
approach for the machine and converter, as well as a control strategy is important, as the ap-
plication is highly sensitive to cost. Although the size of the electric machines being used in
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automobiles has increased steadily, the research papers, as well as business analysis reports
indicate micro and mild hybrid will play a significant role in the automobile industry, until
major improvements in energy storage technology are realised.
As discussed in the previous section, pole phase modulated IM (PPMIM), offers several
advantages for being used as an ISA. PPM allows achieving wide torque-speed character-
istics, which is very useful for ISA application, as well as other electric and hybrid vehicles.
Based on the literature survey, reported in the previous section, a study to enhance the per-
formance of PPMIM has been pursued in this thesis. The next section presents a summary
of this thesis along with the key contributions made.
1.5 Thesis Summary and key contributions
The thesis is organised in seven chapters. The content of each chapter is outlined here.
Chapter 1 starts with looking into the automobile sector, in terms of energy consumption
and contribution to global greenhouse gas emissions, setting the context for the need for
automobile electrification and hybridisation. The chapter then provides a brief overview of
the vehicle architectures for electrification and hybridisation, followed by literature survey
on the electric drives for automobile application, and concluding on pole changing IM drive
as the main focus of this thesis. The chapter finally concludes with a brief outline of the
structure of this thesis
Chapter 2 presents the operating principle and previous research on reconfigurable IM.
It has also been shown that PPM strategy allows maximum flexibility on torque-speed char-
acteristics of the machine. The electronic method to achieve PPM, using power electronic
converter is briefly discussed next. The chapter finally concludes that a toroidally wound
PPMIM has maximum flexibility on pole changing, and thus achieves wide torque-speed
characteristics.
Chapter 3 introduces a novel independent phase belt controlled PPMIM. As an example
case, a 12 phase PPMIM has been studied, which is capable of reconfiguring into 2/4/6/8/10
pole machine. Finite element analysis (FEA) of the proposed machine has been performed
to investigate the air gap flux profile of the machine under different pole configurations.
The equivalent circuit parameters of the machine under different pole configurations has
been extracted from the FEA analysis as well. Further, the analytical expressions of the
equivalent circuit parameters of the machine have been derived, which can be used for faster
calculation, and machine design optimisation. The chapter concludes with the comparison
of the equivalent circuit parameters of the machine obtained from the analytical model and
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FEA model, which matches well with each other.
The next chapter reports the hardware prototype developed for experimental verification
of the proposed concept. Details of the 12 phase inverter design, along with circulating
power test bench design have been reported in this chapter. Further, the software to control
the embedded processor which controls the 12 phase inverter, and user interface designed
for the experiment is presented.
Chapter 5 reports the experimental results of the developed hardware prototype. At
first, the equivalent circuit parameters of the machine have been extracted from the no load
test at synchronous speed and blocked rotor short circuit test. Next, load testing of the
machine has been performed to obtain the torque-speed characteristics of the machine under
different pole configuration. It has been shown the machine T-S characteristics derived from
analytical and FEM model is in good agreement with the experimental results obtained in
this chapter.
Having discussed the theory of the proposed independent phase belt controlled PPMIM,
Chapter 6 focusses on development of a dynamic model of the machine for closed-loop
control and online pole changing. A generalised model of PPMIM has been developed with
special attention to model the cage rotor - which is essential for pole reconfigurability. The
developed model covers different possible pole configurations of the PPMIM. The model
has been used to develop an online pole changing control strategy, which optimises the
torque and current oscillation during pole changing. The experimental results of online pole
changing have been reported as well.
Finally chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a brief summary and finishes with several
possible future works, based on the contribution of this thesis.
The key contributions of this thesis can be summarised as below:
• A novel independent phase belt controlled PPMIM concept has been developed. The
developed concept has been validated with the finite element analysis. The proposed
model shows wider reconfiguring ability compared to that reported in the literature,
thus achieving wider torque-speed characteristics. The wider torque-speed character-
istics is particularly useful for ISA application for micro / mild hybrid application.
Further, the proposed machine design is scalable to cater to the electric drive of a full
electric vehicle. As an example case 12 phase PPMIM has been studied, which is
capable of reconfiguring into 2/4/6/8/10 pole machine.
• A mathematical model of the proposed independent phase belt controlled PPMIM
has been developed, which specifically takes care of the toroidal winding machine.
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The analytical model provides closed-form equation for evaluation of the equivalent
circuit parameters under different phase-pole configuration, which matches very well
with the same parameters obtained from the FEA.
• The proposed concept is verified by experimental verification, by fabricating a 1.5
kW prototype, along with a circulating power test bench. The machine parameters
are extracted from no load test and short circuit test. Further, the torque-speed char-
acteristics of the machine have been obtained for different pole configurations.
• A dynamic model of the proposed independent phase belt controlled PPMIM has
been developed for closed-loop control, and online pole changing. A control scheme
has been developed and experimentally verified to optimise the torque and current
oscillation during pole changing.
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Chapter 2
Pole Changing Induction Machine
The last chapter concluded with a discussion of the benefits of the pole changing in-
duction machine for ISA. This chapter starts with revisiting the IM operating equations
and variable voltage variable frequency IM drive. Then, the operating principle and
previous research on reconfigurable IMs is discussed. It is shown that the PPM strategy
allows high flexibility on torque-speed characteristics of the machine. The electronic
method to achieve PPM, using power electronic converter is briefly discussed next.
The chapter concludes that a toroidally wound PPMIM has higher flexibility on pole
changing, and thus achieves wide torque-speed characteristics.
2.1 Induction Machine Drive
Before the advent of power electronics, electrical machines used to be directly fed from
line sources, either grid-connected three phase supply, DC source or single phase supply
for smaller machines. The IM has been the workhorse of the industry for several decades,
owing to its simple construction, good efficiency and ease of maintenance compared to DC
machines. However, a line fed IM (fixed voltage and frequency) has the shortcoming of
its inability to operate efficiently away from its synchronous speed. Further due to fixed
torque-speed characteristics, the operating point is decided by the cross over point of the
load torque-speed characteristics and machine torque-speed characteristics [3]. The next
section discusses the machine model and torque-speed characteristics of an IM, when fed
with a constant voltage and frequency, which will be the case when the machine is driven
directly from the grid.
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Figure 2.1: IM per phase equivalent circuit
2.1.1 Induction Machine Characteristics
The three phase IM fed with fixed voltage and frequency supply can be studied by using
a per phase equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2.1. The circuit consists of stator winding
resistance (Rs), stator leakage inductance (Ls), rotor winding resistance - referred to the
stator (R
′
r), rotor leakage inductance - referred to the stator (L
′
r), magnetising inductance















where s is the slip of the machine and p is the pole pair number. The derivation is shown in
Appendix A. The torque-speed characteristics of an example IM is shown in Fig. 2.2 from
Appendix A.
The torque-speed zone in the left side of the peak point is not stable for operation (be-
cause of positive dTemdωr ), hence the only useful zone is the right side of the peak torque. De-
pending on the exact machine characteristics the rated slip varies between 1%-13% (NEMA
design A,B,C,D) [6]. Hence the available uncontrolled speed range from a fixed voltage and
frequency is limited. The wound rotor IM characteristics can be changed, by introducing
additional resistance in the rotor, at the cost of lower efficiency. The presence of brush-slip
ring assembly poses a challenge in maintenance and reliability. Hence wound rotor IM will
not be suitable for target ISA application and not discussed any further here.
Power electronic converter allows the IM to be fed with variable voltage and variable
frequency (VVVF) supply, which in turn changes the torque-speed characteristics of the
machine. This allows multiple possible operating points for the same load torque-speed
characteristics and thus widening torque-speed characteristics of the drive. The next section
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Figure 2.2: IM torque-speed characteristics
discusses VVVF IM drive using a voltage source converter (VSC).
2.1.2 VVVF Induction Machine Drive
Early IM drives used to be current source converter due to the application of thyristors.
However, advances in power electronic devices e.g MOSFETs and IGBTs allows building
voltage source converters (VSC) easily. VSCs allow better flexibility and ease of control
in inverter application, which is mostly used for all such applications, except few very high
power applications. As for the target ISA application, VSC will be the most suitable. A
schematic diagram of a 3 phase voltage source inverter fed IM is shown in Fig. 2.3. The
gates of the shown MOSFETs are usually controlled by a microcontroller or similar em-
bedded controller platform. Pulse width modulation (PWM) is used to generate desired
balanced 3 phase voltage and frequency across three phases shown as R, Y, and B. Differ-
ent PWM techniques can be used such as Sine PWM, Space Vector PWM, Bus Clamped
PWM, etc.
The peak line voltage is limited to the DC bus voltage Vdc (using third harmonic in-
jected sine PWM / SVPWM). The fundamental frequency is also limited by the power
electronic devices switching frequency, machine frequency, and total harmonic distortion
(THD). Within these limits, the 3 phase inverter can be used to control the voltage and
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Figure 2.3: 3 Phase Voltage Source Converter
frequency fed to the machine independently.
A control strategy needs to be decided to utilise the variable voltage and frequency for
speed control of IM. To maximise the torque-speed operating zone the machine should be
operated at the rated flux [3], when possible. Operating lower than rated flux will lead to
lower torque output, whereas operating at higher than rated flux will lead to saturation of
the core. The flux of the machine is represented by the magnetising branch Lm, in the circuit
shown in Fig. 2.1. The flux φ is given as:
φ = LmIm (2.2)
where Im is the current through the magnetising branch. Neglecting the voltage drop in the










Hence to operate the machine at rated flux, the voltage is kept proportional to frequency,
which is known as constant v/f control. However, this can not be achieved at higher than
a certain frequency (known as base speed), due to the limitation of available voltage and
insulation of the machine. Hence for higher than base speed, the voltage is kept constant,
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while the frequency is increased. This essentially leads to lower flux in the machine, and
hence lower torque output. This operation is known as flux weakening.
Eqn. A.6 can be interpreted to state that the torque of the machine is proportional to
the power dissipated in the resistance R
′
r
s , in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.1, for a given
frequency [6]. Hence the maximum torque condition can be found by finding the condition
of maximum power transfer to this resistance. Using maximum power transfer theorem this
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where V and ω are the applied voltage and frequency of the supply from the VSC. Eqn. 2.7























From Eqn. 2.8, keeping (Vf ) constant ensures the same peak torque is available at a lower
speed. However, in the flux weakening control when the voltage is kept constant, breakdown
torque is inversely proportional to square of ω . Thus the maximum power output of the
machine will be reduced with high speed operation due to field weakening. Fig. 2.4a shows
the machine (specified in Table. A.1) characteristics under VVVF control. By extending
the operation of the IM to the super-synchronous speed range (ωre > ω), the machine can
be used as a generator. Fig. 2.4b shows inverter controlled IM characteristics for an ISA
application reported in [22].
To achieve dynamic control, closed-loop control has to be implemented. The torque
of the machine is controlled with a faster inner loop, whereas speed is controlled with the
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(a) IM torque-speed characteristics under VVVF
(b) IM Torque-Speed Characteristics for ISA Application[22]
Figure 2.4: IM characteristics under VVVF
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Figure 2.5: IM torque-speed operation envelope under VVVF
slower external loop. Dynamic control of IM with DQ0 model of the machine allows this
type of independent control of the torque and speed of the machine.
Eqn. 2.8 sets the limit of the maximum torque of the machine under VVVF operation.
However, the peak torque is higher than the rated continuous torque of the machine. It’s
reasonable to assume that the peak torque to be 2 p.u, where the rated torque is 1.pu [6, pp
54-55]. Further, the drive operation is limited by both the IM and the inverter. Fig. 2.5
shows the the torque-speed envelope of operation under VVVF control.
In the constant V/f region shown as zone 1 in Fig. 2.5, the torque output is limited by
the current rating of the inverter. As the voltage to the machine increases linearly with the
speed (constant v/f), the power input to the machine also increases linearly. Hence the rated
torque of the machine remains constant. It has been already shown from Eqn. 2.8 that the
peak torque also remains constant in this region. In the flux weakening region, the inverter
operates at maximum voltage output, hence the power is limited by the current rating of the
inverter, leading to constant power operation. Power being constant, the rated torque of the
machine decrease with the inverse of ω . However, as per Eqn. 2.8, the peak torque starts
decreasing at inverse of ω2. Hence at a certain speed point (which will be peak torquerated torque times
base speed) the peak torque of the machine limits the output. In this region, shown as zone
3 in Fig. 2.5, the torque of the machine is inversely proportional to ω2, hence the power
of the machine is proportional to 1
ω
. Although VSC fed IM drive with VVVF achieves
more flexibility in the operating torque-speed characteristics, compared to line fed machine,
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VVVF control has its limits too. For a machine with the peak torque twice of its rated torque
constant power operation is available only from rated speed to twice the rated speed.
2.2 Reconfigurable Induction Machine Drive
It has been shown in the previous section significant flexibility is obtained by using a power
electronic converter to drive the IM. However, the constant power operation zone is lim-
ited mostly due to the current limit of the power electronic converter, as the machine can
withstand short term higher current. It can be further argued that the magnetic pole count
is the single most controlling factor of torque-speed characteristics of an IM [63]. Only
few literature [64, 65] has reported the use of winding reconfiguration (high-speed wind-
ing / low-speed winding) to achieve increased speed range, while keeping the phase and
pole count same. Compared to pole changing stator winding reconfiguration, these types
of winding reconfiguration has either lower torque-speed range and/or lower utilization of
inverter DC bus voltage, hence these techniques are not discussed here any further.
Before the advent of power electronics to effectively control the machine torque-speed
characteristics, different techniques were developed, such as phase amplitude modulation
(PAM), pole changing configuration using mechanical switches to manipulate effective pole
count of the machine. Further, coupled with power electronic converter, these techniques
allow to improve the torque-speed characteristics of the machine. In this section some of
these techniques to achieve stator winding reconfiguration for pole changing are discussed
below.
2.2.1 Pole Changing Induction Machine
Several ideas were developed to use mechanical switches to change the pole numbers of the
machine before the advent of Power Electronics. Detailed research on 2:1 pole changing
IM is reported in [66]. Further, a 3:1 pole changing technique is reported in [67] . Fig.
2.6 shows torque-speed characteristics of the machine under two different configuration.
Poly phase winding for an alternator - motor set up, such as diesel traction engine was
also reported [68]. This paper discusses the application of poly-phase winding machine to
achieve consequential pole changing.
Power electronics allows implementing pole changing techniques electronically at the
inverter side. A 2:1 electronic pole changing configuration using power electronics is repor-
ted in [1]. It can be noted from Fig.2.7, electronic pole changing allows higher flexibility on
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Figure 2.6: torque-speed characteristics of 3:1 pole configuration []
torque-speed characteristics. Further, it should be also emphasized that the electronic pole
changing allows changeover of winding configuration without de-energizing the machine.
2.2.2 Phase Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
Although the above mentioned techniques allows change of the pole configuration, but only
in multiple order of the base configuration, such as 2:1 , 3:1 etc. Phase Amplitude Modu-
lation (PAM) as discussed in [69], allows pole changing in fractional order. In this method
the stator winding of a given pole configuration is excited (reconfigured stator connection
using switches), in such a way to create resultant MMF of a set of two other pole configur-
ation. Then, utilising the spacing of the three phase winding, it is made sure that one of the
pole configuration is cancelled, giving one desired pole configuration only. The study re-
ports the experimental result of an 8 pole machine, which can be reconfigured to 10 pole as
well (PAM creates 6-pole and 10-pole excitation, 6-pole MMF is cancelled, leaving 10-pole
MMF).
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Figure 2.7: Power capability comparison between proposed IM drive and conventional four-
pole and two-pole machines having the same outer dimensions [1]
2.2.3 Phase Pole Modulation (PPM)
It can be noted, only a specific set of pole reconfiguration (set of two different pole numbers)
can be obtained only from a specific winding connection by using PAM. However, for PAM,
the number of phases remains the same in both configurations. Phase Pole Modulation
(PPM) allows further flexibility to change the number of phases as well. In [2] PPM was
introduced by Miller et al. To have a balanced machine operation the following equation
must be satisfied:
Qs = 2pmq (2.9)
Where, Qs is the number of stator slots, p is the pole pair, m is the number of phases
and q is the phase belt or number of stator slots per pole per phase. As for a given stator
winding q is fixed, p and m can be chosen arbitrarily satisfying Eqn. 2.9. It has been further
argued in [2], compared to conventional winding connection, toroidally wound IM allows
maximum flexibility in reconfiguration, when PPM is being used. This paper discusses a 9
leg inverter fed 4 pole , 9 phase / 12 pole 3 phase machine. Further, in [5] a PPMIM drive
is reported for a conventional radially wound machine. It is reported in [63], that much of
literature on PPMIM is for very few variations of configuration, such as 4 pole / 12 pole
and 6 pole / 18 pole. This study reports a generalized analysis of PPM machine. However,
in line with initial work on PPM [2], this study also concludes that toroidal winding allows
maximum flexibility for utilization of PPM.
It can be concluded from the Fig. 2.8 [2], as PPM along with toroidally wound IM
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Pole-phase modulation:
 p1 and p2 arbitrary
 m1 and m2 arbitrary 
Pole-amplitude modulation:
 p1:p2 = n: (n-1)
 m1=m2 
Dahlander connection:
 p1:p2 = 1:2
 m1=m2
Separate windings: 
 p1 and p2 arbitrary;
 m1 and m2 arbitrary
Poor slot area utilization
Figure 2.8: Hierarchy of discrete speed control methods for an AC machine (redrawn from
[2])
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gives maximum flexibility of reconfiguration, it will be the most suitable choice for ISG
application. The power electronic converter and control for PPMIM drive is discussed in
the next section.
Toroidally wound machine has been previously reported for IM in [70]. This paper re-
ports that, for applications with restricted machine length, i.e electric bikes, electric wheel,
toroidally wound machine can have lower losses and a higher efficiency. For such machines
with lower axial length, the toroidal machine offers shorter end ring, compared to radially
wound machine, thus reduction in stator resistance and increase in efficiency. Further, the
paper reports for stator bore circumference the toroidal winding appear as similar to con-
ventional radial winding.
[71] reports a dual rotor toroidally wound machine, where the return side of the toroid-
ally wound stator is also utilized to produce torque by having an external rotor. The machine
is reported to have both high efficiency and high torque density due to shorter end ring and
torque production by dual rotor. [72] reports a PM machine with with toroidal winding
stator, where the end ring side of the stator is utilised by introducing additional axial gap
rotor along with the radial gap rotor. The axial gap rotor is used to achieve variable magnetic
flux in the machine.Toroidal winding machine for synchronous reluctance machine has been
reported in [73], which also reports improvement of efficiency, due to reduction in end ring
winding, and better performance compared to fractional slot concentrated winding due to
absence of even harmonics. [74] reports a toroidal winding radial flux BLDC machine for
high speed flywheel energy storage application. [75] reports a SRM with toroidal winding.
To summarise toroidal winding machine has been reported for different type of ma-
chines, e.g PM, SRM BLDC and IM have been reported as well. For IM, Toroidal winding
machines have lower utilization of the copper winding due to linkage of the air gap flux in
only one side. However, for the machine with restricted axial length, toroidal winding offers
shorter end ring winding, and thus better efficiency. For this thesis, like other literature on
PPMIM, toroidal winding has been used to achieve greater flexibility of pole reconfigur-
ation, as it will be shown later in this thesis, toroidal winding connection allows ability to
excite each of the phase bands independently leading to greater flexibility of reconfiguration
of the pole numbers of the machine.
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Figure 2.9: Machine winding diagram for PPM - 4pole 9 phase / 12 pole 3 phase [2]
Figure 2.10: Power electronic converter for PPMIM [2]
2.3 Power Electronic Converter for PPM Induction Ma-
chine
The winding diagram and the power electronic converter of the 4 pole / 12 pole machine
discussed in [2] is shown in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10 respectively. The phase sequence of the
inverter legs for two different configurations are given in Table. 2.1. The phase angle of the
phases A B and C are given by 0o,120o and 240o respectively. Negative of a phase denotes
further 180o phase shift from the original phase.
It can be also noted, although only 3 phases have been used in [2] for 4 pole configur-
ation, there is a possibility to utilise 9 phases as discussed in [5]. Although in lower pole
count, there is a scope of application of higher number of phases, (which will lead to more
sinusoidal air gap MMF) the number of phases in higher pole count (12 pole in this case) is
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Table 2.1: Inverter leg and phase excitation for 4pole / 12 pole PPM [2]











Table 2.2: Inverter leg and phase excitation for 4pole / 12 pole PPM with carrier shifted
PWM [5]
Inverter Leg No. 4 Pole 12 Pole
Angle (in degree)
Modulation Carrier Modulation Carrier
1 0 0 0 0
2 40 0 120 0
3 80 0 240 0
4 120 0 0 60
5 160 0 120 60
6 200 0 240 60
7 240 0 0 120
8 280 0 120 120
9 320 0 240 120
limited. In [5] another carrier shifted PWM technique for higher pole count is reported for
a similar 4 pole / 12 pole PPM machine with 9 leg two-level inverter. The phase angles for
inverter legs under two different pole configuration is shown in Table 2.2. It can be seen,
for higher pole count the career phase shift is introduced, which leads to the lower harmonic
content of the net phase voltage.
2.4 Conclusions
Based on the literature review on IM drives, it can be concluded that VVVF drive allows
significant widening of torque-speed operating envelope of the machine. However, pole
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changing allows further improvement on the extension of the constant power operation of
the machine, which can be applied along with the VVVF control. Hence, given the require-
ment of wide torque-speed characteristics of ISA [20, 22], a PPMIM, along with additional
VVVF control will be suitable.
Although connecting several phase belts in series allows to reduce the number of the
power electronic switches, this limits the flexibility of reconfiguration which can be achieved
by phase-pole modulation. In this thesis, an independent phase belt controlled phase-pole
modulated IM drive has been proposed for ISA application. This ability to provide excita-
tion to each of the phase belts independently allows significant flexibility in producing the
air-gap MMF in the machine. The analysis shows a single machine can be reconfigured
in 5 different pole-pair configurations, thus achieving significant widening of torque-speed




Independent Phase Belt Controlled
PPMIM
The last chapter detailed the basic principles of a line fed IM, as well as the VVVF
control of IM drive. Further, the concept of pole changing IM was discussed and it was
established Phase Pole Modulation on a toroidally wound IM offers maximum flexib-
ility of pole reconfiguration. In this chapter the principle of independent phase
belt controlled Pole Phase Modulation scheme is derived, by analysing the air
gap MMF of an IM. The proposed scheme of excitation is validated by FEM
simulation. An analytical model of the machine is developed and equivalent
circuit parameter expressions are found. The equivalent circuit parameters of
a specific machine is also obtained from the FEM model and compared against
the analytical values.
3.1 Independent Phase Belt Controlled Phase Pole Modu-
lation
The torque of an IM is produced by a rotating stator MMF. The rotating air-gap MMF
induces an EMF in the rotor, proportional to the slip speed. The rotor winding is short-
circuited hence a current is established in the rotor by this induced EMF. By the interaction
of the rotor current and the air-gap MMF, torque is produced in the rotor. In other words,
it can be claimed that an excitation scheme, which will generate a rotating sinusoidal MMF
in the air-gap, is a valid excitation scheme to operate an IM. For a conventional machine,
the excitation scheme is presented by the winding diagram, showing the connection of the
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(a) Winding diagram of 2 pole, 3 phase machine
(b) Winding diagram of 4 pole, 3 phase machine
Figure 3.1: Winding diagram of radially wound IM
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winding, and direction. The winding diagrams of a 4-pole 3-phase machine and a 2-pole
3-phase machine are shown in Fig. 3.1. The machine has 36 stator slots, and a double layer
winding is used for both the pole configurations. The coil is short pitched by one slot in both










for 4 pole. The three phases are indicated as a,b and c respectively. The ± sign indicates
the direction of the coil, and the number afterwards shows the parallel path number. Both
2 pole and 4 pole machine examples are shown for 2 parallel paths. The air-gap radial flux
density of these two cases are also plotted in Fig. 3.2b, which has been obtained from an
FEM simulation. The north and south poles can be identified from the plots, by positive and
negative radial flux density respectively. The notches in the flux distribution is due to the
slot and tooth effect of stator and rotor.
The fundamental principle of phase pole modulation, as discussed in the previous chapter,
can be viewed as adjusting phase excitation to change the pole numbers. The phase excita-
tion adjustment is achieved by accurately shifting the phase angle of the modulation wave of
two consecutive inverter legs. Hence for a PPMIM if particular phase excitation can create
a similar MMF distribution across the air gap, as shown in Fig. 3.2a and 3.2b the machine
will be configured to 2-pole and 4-pole respectively. To demonstrate the principle, a 36 slot,
12 phase, toroidally wound IM is considered.
The winding diagram of the machine is shown in Fig. 3.3. Each slot is toroidally wound
with a coil for a number of turns in the same winding direction, and the coil number is
denoted by the slot number. Every 3 consecutive coils are connected in series to form one
phase belt, thus giving phase belt (q) to be 3. The end of all 12 phases are connected
together to formulate the star point. As the previous literature reports, maximum flexibility
in the number of pole configurations, for a PPMIM is achieved when a toroidal winding is
used, hence toroidal winding has been used for this thesis as well. The numbers in black in
Fig. 3.3 show the coil number, and the numbers in blue in the top denote the inverter leg
number (as shown in Fig. 3.4) to be connected for the set of the coils.
This type of connectivity, for the above mentioned 36 slot, 12 phase, toroidally wound
IM allows the machine to be configured in 2/4/6/8/10 pole combination. To achieve any
particular pole configuration, the following equations has to be satisfied:
Qs = 2pmq (3.1)
Where Qs is the total number of stator slots, p is the pole pair, m is the number of phases
per pole and q is the phase belt or the number of consecutive stator slot coils connected
in series with one inverter leg. As for the given machine, q is pre-determined and for a
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(a) Radial flux distribution of 2 pole, 3 phase machine
(b) Radial flux distribution of 4 pole, 3 phase machine
Figure 3.2: Air-gap MMF of IM
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(a) 12 phase winding diagram
x x x x x x x x x x x x
Toroidal return
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV
Star point
Stator slots
(b) 12 phase winding connection
Figure 3.3: Proposed 12 leg stator PPM winding
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1
Vdc
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Figure 3.4: 12 leg MOSFET inverter schematic
given pole pair, number of phase per pole has to be decided from the Eqn. 3.1. Applying
this equation for 2, 4, and 6 pole configuration, number of phases needs to be 6, 3, and 2
respectively are obtained. However, a further generalised equation can be used to obtain










It can be noted that the number of the legs will decide possible phase-pole combinations
as well as the number of switches in the inverter. With a large ln many phase-pole com-
binations can be achieved at the expense of large number of inverter legs hence switches.
To ensure the star point does not need any return path (as shown in Fig. 3.3), the summa-
tion of the currents for all legs has to be zero. Assuming balanced phases and hence phase
equivalent circuit model, the current in the n th phase can be given as below:
in = Î cos(ωt +(n−1)θ)
= Î cos(ωt +(n−1)2pπln )
(3.4)
where Î is the peak of the phase current, θ is the phase shift between consecutive inverter
legs. The sum of the currents for all legs can be obtained as:
∑
ln
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Table 3.1: Inverter leg and phase excitation for 2/4/6 pole PPM
Phase Angle (in degree)
Pole no → 2 4 6 8 10
Phase angle difference 30 60 90 120 150
Inverter leg no ↓
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 30 60 90 120 150
3 60 120 180 240 300
4 90 180 270 0 90
5 120 240 0 120 240
6 150 300 90 240 30
7 180 0 180 0 180
8 210 60 270 120 330
9 240 120 0 240 120
10 270 180 90 0 270
11 300 240 180 120 60
12 330 300 270 240 210
The phase angles for the different pole configurations are tabulated in Table. 3.1 using
Eqn. 3.2 and 3.3. It should be noted, the phase angle will be 180o for 12 pole machine,
which results in an equivalent single phase IM. Due to the inherent starting torque problem
of a single phase machine, this has not been explored any more.
In a conventional 3 phase machine, the north and south poles are constructed by different
direction of the coils - as can be seen from the winding diagrams shown in 3.1. Hence, for
a conventional machine, the ratio of phase/pole is an integer, as all the phases (a,b, and c)
are present under all poles. For the proposed independent phase belt controlled the number
of phase per pole is an integer for 2/4/6 pole configuration. However, it should be noted,
putting p = 4 and 5, which corresponds to 8 pole and 10 pole operation, m is obtained to be
1.5 and 1.2 respectively, indicating fractional phase/pole.
Mathematically the magnetic space phase angle difference is given by φ = πm , and m be-
ing an integer φ is a submultiple of π for conventional IMs or previously reported PPMIMs.
In other view point - this design reports the possibility of removing the constraint of the
magnetic space phase angle difference between two consecutive phase belts of a machine
to be a submultiple of π or even 2π , which in turn allows fractional slots/pole for an IM at
the expense of added harmonic content in the air-gap flux. This can be only achieved by
exciting the individual phase belts independently, as conventional winding, with a go and
return of the coil will always ensure integral phase per pole. In [63, 76], a 9 leg inverter has
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been used to achieve 2/6 pole configurations. However, at the expense of 3 more inverter
legs (total 12 leg inverter) it has been shown here up to 5 different pole configurations of the
same machine can be achieved.
In conventional radially wound m phase machine as well as previously reported PPMIM
[2, 63], as the return paths of different phase belts are connected electrically, the achievable
magnetic space phase angle difference between two consecutive phase belts are always a
submultiple of π. This constraint limits the possible pole configurations achievable. It can
be noted, for the 8 pole configuration, the phase angle difference between two phase belts
is 2π3 , not a submultiple of π , which has not been investigated before. Under the pole
configuration p = 5, even more freedom with respect to the magnetic space phase angle
difference has been explored, by making it to be 5π6 which is not a submultiple of 2π .
In the next section, an analytical model of the machine has been developed from first
principles, starting from the analysis of the air-gap MMF created by the phase shifted tor-
oidal winding. The model has been further developed to obtain the machine equivalent
circuit parameters from the machine dimensions.
3.2 Equivalent Per-Inverter Leg Circuit Model
The objective of this section is to derive a steady state model for the proposed independent
phase belt controlled PPMIM, under different phase and pole configurations. It has been
discussed in the previous section (Eqn. 3.3), the choice of phase belt q decides the com-
promise between the number of electronic switches and phase pole configurations. Hence
the effect of q on the steady state model will be also discussed.
The per phase steady state model of the conventional IM is given in Fig. 2.1, where Rs





represent rotor resistance and leakage inductances referred to stator side, Lm denotes mutual
inductance between stator and rotor and s is the slip. In this circuit, the core loss component
(Rm) is neglected. However, it should be noted that, for a conventional machine, usually the
number of phases and poles are fixed, which is not the case for PPMIM. Hence for this case,
it is more useful to obtain a per leg equivalent circuit model of the machine (as the number
of inverter legs - or the machine excitation terminal) remains constant. In the following
sections each of these 5 parameters of the circuit model has been derived. The analytical
results have been verified using finite element method simulation as well.
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3.2.1 Stator Resistance
The resistance of the stator winding can be obtained by studying an individual slot coil. As
mentioned earlier, a stator coil is made by toroidally winding a wire for a number of turns
across a slot, and then number of such coils are connected in series. The resistance of the





where ρs is the resistivity of the stator winding material (copper), A is the cross-sectional
area of the conductor, and lc is the length of a single turn, and Ns is the number of turns in
a coil. As it has been shown before, the overhang of the toroidal winding is negligible, the
effective length of the stator slot is taken be equal to machine length. Hence for a toroidal
winding, the length of the coil lc can be taken as twice of the machine length l. If multiple-
stranded conductors are used A has to be taken as effective cross-section of the stranded
wire given by NcAc, where Nc is the number of strands in a single turn, and Ac is the cross
section area of one strand. For the proposed machine, as shown in Fig. 3.3, the phase belt
coils are in series. Assuming all stator coils are identical and, the resistance of the leg can
be given as







where, q is the phase belt - the number of conductor slots per inverter leg connected in series.
As discussed in [63, p.59], this gives a per leg model for PPM machine, as the number of
the legs ln is fixed by hardware.
3.2.2 Rotor Resistance
As the rotor is the same as the PPM machine discussed in [63, pp. 60-61], the same deriva-
tion is used here too. Assuming stator current sets up a sinusoidal air gap flux, the rotor can
be modelled as a polyphase winding with phase belt (qr) equal to 1 and phase number mr
equal to Qr2p , where Qr is the number of rotor bars [3, 63]. The rotor cage is comprised of Qr
rotor bars and 2Qr end ring segments. The resistance of these two components (rbar and rer
) may be used to determine rotor resistance [63, pp. 60-61]. The resistance of each bar is
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where ρbar is the resistivity of the rotor bar conductor, Abar and lbar is the cross-sectional






where ρer, Aer , and ler are similarly defined for end ring. Incorporating the derivation from
[3], the effective bar resistance is given as [63, pp. 60-61] :




Each rotor phase or closed loop contains two effective bar resistances in series. The per
phase rotor resistance is therefore given by
Rr = 2Rbe (3.11)
It should be noted this resistance will correspond to rotor per phase model (mr phases for
mr rotor bars) , hence a suitable transformation should be used to refer this to stator phase




r is given in Eqn. 3.74 in subsection 3.2.4.4, following derivation
of equivalent turns ratio of the machine by analysing the rotor and stator MMF. Further,
both stator and rotor resistance are obtained for DC. However, incorporating skin depth into
the equation (in the cross-section terms), it is possible to obtain slip dependent resistance.
3.2.3 Leakage Inductance
The leakage flux of IM, can be classified into four categories, slot leakage, end winding leak-
age, differential leakage and skew leakage flux [3, 4, 76]. For the similar reasons mentioned
in [63, p.61], here also the differential leakage term and skew leakage term is neglected to
obtain a low order air gap flux distribution by the proposed stator winding arrangement.
Further, as the proposed winding has negligible end winding connection, this term is also
neglected for stator winding. The slot leakage of the conductor is given as [3, 76, pp. 62-63]
Lslot = µ0lN2s Ps (3.12)
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Figure 3.5: Slot shapes with specified dimensions [3]
where, h1 − h4 and b1 − b4 are given for different slot geometry in Fig. 3.5. Following
similar logic as stator resistance (Eqn. 3.7) phase leakage inductance may be given as
Ls = qLslot = µ0qlN2s Ps (3.14)
For rotor leakage inductance a similar approach (3.11) can be taken as for rotor resistance.
Hence rotor leakage will be given as




where Lbar and Ler are rotor bar and end ring leakage inductance. Lbar is given as similar
equation as Eqn. 3.12 as below:
Lbar = µ0lPr (3.16)
where Pr represents rotor bar permittivity, which can be calculated using Eqn. 3.13 and
Fig. 3.5, depending on the slot geometry. For end ring leakage the closed form expression





where lre is the length of the rotor bar extended after end ring, τr is the average rotor pole
pitch, and κ is an empirical constant based on pole count. Further, once again it should
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be kept in mind similar to resistance, this rotor leakage is also with respect to the rotor per
phase, hence it should be suitably transformed to the stator phase circuit model.
3.2.4 Mutual Inductance
To derive the expression for mutual inductance of the PPMIM, the flux equations for stator
and rotor side need to be given first. Both the stator and rotor have their own leakage and
mutual inductances. The flux equations can be given as [63, p.64] :
λ̄s = ĪsLls + ĪsLss + ĪrLsr (3.18)
λ̄r = ĪrLlr + ĪrLrr + ĪrLrs (3.19)
Where the symbols used are defined as below:
λ̄s : Stator flux linkage
λ̄r : Rotor flux linkage
Īs : Stator current
λ̄r : Rotor flux linkage
Īr : Rotor current
Lss : Stator magnetising inductance
Lls : Stator leakage inductance
Lrr : Rotor magnetising inductance
Llr : Rotor leakage inductance
Lrs : Rotor to stator mutual inductance
Lsr : Stator to rotor mutual inductance
All rotor quantities are referred to the rotor frame of reference. The leakage terms have
been discussed already in the previous section. Now the expression for two magnetising
inductances and two mutual inductances will be derived here.
The rotor quantities are derived in rotor per phase model (where each bar is considered
as a phase) and stator quantities are derived in terms of stator number of phases for ease
of deriving directly from the first principle. Considering this difference in the number of
phases, and turns number in stator (turns number for rotor in cage rotor is 1, if each of the
bar is considered as a rotor phase), the derived self and mutual inductances will be different
for stator and rotor. Indeed in line with the physical principle, it is shown later in this
derivation (section 3.2.4.4), when suitable transformation factor is introduced taking into
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account of this number of phase difference, turns ratio and distributed nature of the stator
winding the mutual inductance for both - rotor to stator and stator to rotor is the same.
Self inductance can be defined as the flux linkage of a coil due to its own excitation. The







where I is the current in the circuit, and the integration is over the volume enclosed by the
circuit. This can be modified by using the concept of winding function and MMF for a
cylindrical winding as below [1, 3, 63]:





N (θe)F (θe)dθe (3.21)
where λ is the flux linkage, N and F are winding function and MMF, expressed as a
function of electrical angle (over the span of stator or rotor) respectively. r and l are the
radius and length of the winding respectively, and g is the length of the air path. It is
assumed the iron paths are infinitely permeable, considering MMF drop across the air gap







It can be noted in Eqn. 3.22, stator angle θs is used, hence the integral limits are 0 to π/p.
Ns(θs) and Fs(θs) are stator winding function and stator MMF expressed as a function of
stator angle θs. Further, a similar approach can be extended to the calculation of mutual






















To make the further derivation easier, the stator flux linkages are expressed as a function
of θs , whereas rotor flux linkages as as function of θr. It should be noted suitable caution
should be taken care to transform the MMF and winding function from stator angle θs to
rotor angle θr . To obtain the self and mutual flux linkages the winding function and the
MMF function of both stator and rotor need to be derived.
3.2.4.1 Winding function
Stator winding function The proposed machine connects consecutive slots of a phase
belt in series, and all phases in star fashion. The magnetics expressions for a conventional
coil with go and return cannot be used for the proposed toroidal winding. However, it can
be shown that the stator excitation scheme is similar to the induced currents inside a squirrel
cage IM rotor, where each bar current is phase shifted by 2pπQr , where p is the pole pair
number, and Qr is the number of rotor bars. Hence the MMF developed by a single slot is
to be derived rather than a closed coil.
Further, it should be emphasised, a conventional coil model was applied for the analytic
derivation of stator and rotor flux in [63], which is not able to explain the fractional phase
per pole cases. Hence this new analysis is needed to develop the expressions for stator and
rotor MMFs analysing the slot current independently rather than as a coil with go and return.
The radial component of the flux created by a single slot conductor with Ns number of







where g is the length of the air-gap. Due to symmetry i.e (Hsl(0) = Hsl(2π)), the MMF
waveform takes shape of sawtooth waveform shown in Fig . 3.6. Hence for a phase belt of
q = 3 conductors per phase, the net field will be the summation of three such waveforms,





As an example case, a phase belt of 3 conductors in 36 stator slot machine is shown in Fig.
42














Figure 3.6: MMF of a single slot conductor [4]
Figure 3.7: MMF of a phase belt of 3 conductors in 36 stator slot machine
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3.7. For a generic case, the expression can be developed by taking the Fourier transform of










Hence the total MMF of a stator phase belt consisting q slots, which are phase shifted by
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sinν [θs − (q−1)α2 ]
(3.30)
















It should be noted, the above expressions, ν is the space harmonic as the Fourier transform
was performed on the space domain. Eqn. 3.31 can be used to obtain the winding function
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Rotor winding function Conceptually the rotor bars can be modelled similar to the stator
slots with only one turn and phase belt to be 1. Hence by setting q=1, and Ns = 1 in Eqn.










where θr is the angle in the rotor reference frame.
3.2.4.2 MMF function
Stator MMF function Having derived the winding function of a single phase belt of the






where, M is the total number of the phases, and isk is the current in the kth stator phase, and




















where Is is the peak of the stator current. Clearly Eqn. 3.37, consists of different space
harmonics resulting from the winding function. However, for the fundamental, only the




































cos(ωst − pθs)− cos(ωst + pθs − k−1M 4pπ)
] (3.39)
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cos(ωst − pθs) (3.40)
The phase belt q being defined as consecutive slots in series connection under one inverter





Is cos(ωst − pθs) (3.41)
Rotor MMF function A similar methodology can be developed to obtain the MMF func-






where irk is the rotor current in k th bar, and Qr is the total number of rotor bars. The
winding function of a single bar has been already derived in Eqn. 3.35. The rotor current in
the kth bar is given as




where Ir is the peak of the rotor current, ωsl is the slip frequency, given as ωsl = sωs and
s is the slip of the machine. Hence the fundamental rotor MMF, similar to stator winding
function only the harmonic corresponding to the pole pair number (ν = p) needs to be

































cos(ωslt − pθr)− cos(ωslt + pθr − 4pπQr )
] (3.45)




Ir cos(ωslt − pθr) (3.46)
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Having obtained the winding function and MMF function for both stator and rotor the flux
linkage quantities can be obtained.
3.2.4.3 Flux linkage
Flux linkage stator →stator (λss) The stator to stator flux linkage or stator self flux link-



















Is cos(ωst − pθs)
}
dθs (3.47)
Considering only the fundamental component (ν = p) in the expression of winding function,














Is cos(ωst − pθs)
}
dθs (3.48)
As the winding function and MMF functions are a function of pθs, which is the electrical












































where D is the diameter of the machine at air-gap, given as D = 2r. The stator phase current











Flux linkage rotor →rotor (λrr) Similar methodology can be used to find the rotor self
flux linkage (λrr) and self inductance (Lrr). Putting the expression from Eqn. 3.46 and 3.35
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Ir cos(ωslt − pθr)
}
dθr (3.51)
Considering only the fundamental component in the expression of winding function, (ν = p)














Ir cos(ωslt − pθr)
}
dθr (3.52)
Similar to stator flux linkage derivation changing the limits to 0−π , for the variable θre =



































It has been shown before, conceptually the rotor can be modelled similar to the stator, with
single turn and phase belt q=1, and a total number of Qr slots. Hence the same expression
of Lrr can be alternatively obtained directly from Eqn. 3.50, by setting q = 1, Ns = 1, and
kq,p = 1 and QS = Qr.
Flux linkage rotor →stator (λsr) For calculating the mutual flux linkages, the transform-
ation from the stator reference to the rotor reference frame needs to be established. Under
steady sate operation, the stator and rotor coordinates are related as
θs = ωrt +θr (3.55)
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where ωr is the rotor mechanical speed. Eqn. 3.55 along with Eqn. A.1, A.3 can be used to
transform the rotor MMF function to stator co-ordinate and vice versa as below:
(ωslt − pθr) = (sωst − pθr) = (ωst −ωret − pθr) = (ωst − pωrt − pθr) = (ωst − pθs)
(3.56)


















Ir cos(ωslt − pθr)
}
dθs (3.57)
Considering the fundamental harmonic only (ν = p), and transforming rotor to stator co-













Ir cos(ωst − pθs)
}
dθs (3.58)



































Hence the mutual inductance between stator and rotor phases Lsr is defined as







Flux linkage stator →rotor (λrs) Following similar methodology as before, putting the
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Considering the fundamental harmonic only ν = p, and transforming rotor to stator coordin-













Is cos(ωslt − pθr)
}
dθr (3.62)










































3.2.4.4 Equivalent turns ratio
As it has been discussed earlier, the stator and rotor terms are represented in their respective
per phase model, an equivalent turn ratio needs to be derived, to obtain the single per phase
model as shown in Fig. 2.1 referred to the stator.
The stator flux, given in Eqn. 3.18 can be obtained by using the expressions of Lss and
Lsr obtained from Eqn. 3.50 and 3.60 as below









This can be restructured as
λs = LlsIs +Lm(Is + I
′
r) (3.66)
Where Pm is defined as
µ0Dl
g , and k1is defined as
Lsr
Lm
, given in Eqn. 3.67. The mutual









3.2 Equivalent Per-Inverter Leg Circuit Model
Further, Using I
′















Using the expression of Lss, Lsr Lrs and Lrr from Eqn. 3.50, 3.60, 3.64 and 3.54 respectively,































r + Is) (3.70)














Hence the rotor leakage inductance and resistance referred to stator is given as below:
L
′




r = krsRr (3.74)
This completes the analytical derivation of the equivalent circuit elements (as shown in Fig.
2.1). As noted earlier, the quantities are obtained for a per leg model rather conventional per
phase model as depending on the pole number the phase numbers change.
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3.3 Finite Element Validation
In the previous section analytical expressions for all five parameters of per inverter leg cir-
cuit, as shown in Fig. 2.1 have been derived. However, due to the complexity of the deriv-
ation, it is also necessary to check the validity of the expressions obtained. In this section,
a finite element method based simulation study has been performed to evaluate the same
parameters numerically, which is then compared to the values obtained from these analyt-
ical expressions.
3.3.1 Finite Element Package
To implement finite element simulation, a two-dimensional finite element software FEMM
[77] has been used. The software allows defining the geometry of the system, and material
property of different parts of the problem along with boundary conditions. Further, the
electrical circuit connection (series or parallel ) can be defined, to set up excitation. The
electrical current can be defined as an a.c. quantity (phasor representation for different
phases ) along with the frequency of the problem.
To study the proposed PPMIM, current at different stator slot is defined, with different
phase belt current as given in Eqn 3.4. The software calculates induced rotor current in
each of the rotor bars. The boundary condition is set as Coulomb gauge
−→
A = 0 (being a
low frequency electromagnetic problem, the wavelength is much longer than the machine
dimensions) at double of the stator outer radius to include the outer toroidal return paths
of the stator winding and enough outer air space.
−→
A denotes the magnetic vector potential
given as below
−→
B = ∇×−→A (3.75)
and
−→
B is the flux density. The FEA package yields flux density, current density and mag-
netic vector potential over the geometry. It also gives a direct output for circuit properties,
such as voltage drop, resistive loss, and flux linkage. The package further allows using the
non-linear B−H curve to model saturation in the magnetic material.
3.3.2 Circuit Parameters from FEA
As the modelled machine is a cage rotor IM the analysis is performed [78], using the
above mentioned FEA package. The package allows only mechanically static configura-
tions, hence the rotor speed cannot be modelled directly. Rather the system can be excited
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through slip frequency, as in zero speed case, slip frequency equates to the excitation fre-
quency. The steps for obtaining equivalent circuit parameters are shown below:
1. The machine is excited with balanced 1A (RMS) current in all phases (with the phase
angles from Eqn.3.4) at a frequency ω .
2. The stator loss has been extracted from FEA.
3. Using stator current information, and total stator loss (by integrating power loss over
all stator coils), stator resistance (Rs) is obtained as below
Psloss = M|Is|2Rs (3.76)
4. Stator phase voltage has been obtained from the FEA result. Neglecting the core loss
component, the stator voltage Vs is related to equivalent circuit parameters (shown in
Fig. 2.1) as below:













5. It should be noted for a zero speed case, the slip s becomes 1, hence Eqn. 3.77 can be
rewritten as below:










As the injected current is 1∠0 for the first phase, the induced voltage itself is the
impedance Z. Although Rs can be obtained from Eqn. 3.76, 4 unknowns need to
be found from Eqn. 3.77. However, solving the equation for real and imaginary
parts separately will only result in two equations. Hence the simulation has been
performed at two frequencies ω1 and ω2, giving net 4 equations, from which the
circuit parameters can be obtained. The derivation of the circuit parameters is shown
in the Appendix B.
It should be noted, this methodology of extraction of circuit parameters from the FEA simu-
lation will enable to study the variation of the circuit parameters with frequency, by solving
at different sets of (ω1, ω2), where ω1 and ω2 are relatively close to each other.
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3.4 Results
The previous sections establish the analytical expressions of the equivalent circuit paramet-
ers and methodology to obtain the same from FEA of the proposed independent phase belt
controlled PPMIM. However, for comparison of the numerical results with the analytical
results, it is necessary to have actual machine details to work with. The machine details
used for these results are given in 3.2. It is the same machine which has been fabricated for
experimental verification of the proposed concept, which is discussed in detail in chapter 4
and 5.
Table 3.2: Details of the machine used for FEM and analytical study of PPMIM
Dimension Value(in mm)
Stator Outer Dia 203.5
Stator Inner Dia 114.1
Rotor Outer Dia 113.3
Stator Slot Number 36
Rotor Slot Number 28
Stator Slot width (air gap side) 4.95
Stator Slot width (yoke side) 7.92
Stator Slot Depth 17.5
Rotor Slot width (air gap side) 5.15
Rotor Slot width (shaft side) 3.0
Rotor Slot Depth 11.15
Length of the machine 130
3.4.1 FEA Results
The machine described in Table 3.2, has been studied under 5 different pole -phase config-
uration as discussed in Table. 3.1. The flux density plots, with contours of A, are shown in
the Figs. 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 3.11 and 3.12 for 2,4,6,8 and 10 pole configurations respectively. As
the used FEM package can only handle static models, hence the rotor speed cannot be dir-
ectly modelled. Hence for the FEM analysis, excitation frequency is kept at 1.5 Hz, which
equates to 3% slip, considering 50Hz supply frequency. Exciting the system at slip fre-
quency, in the static model is equivalent to analysing the system at rotor frame of reference.
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Figure 3.8: FEM result for 2 pole 6 phase configuration
Figure 3.9: FEM result for 4 pole 3 phase configuration
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Figure 3.10: FEM result for 6 pole 2 phase configuration
Figure 3.11: FEM result for 8 pole configuration
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Figure 3.12: FEM result for 10 pole configuration
3.4.2 Circuit parameters
Following the method discussed under previous sub-section and derivation shown in Ap-
pendix A, the machine parameters are calculated from the FEA. Also using the analytical
expressions developed in the previous section, the same parameters have been calculated.
Both the results have been tabulated in Table.3.3 , for comparison. As the FEM simulation
is done in two dimensions the end ring terms in the analytical result are neglected to emulate
a similar condition. Initially it was found the analytical leakage terms are not matching well
with the FEM results. A detailed investigation revealed this is due to the fact the analytical
model does not include harmonic self inductance leakage terms [6, pp:66-78] for the stator.
As the stator is modelled similar to the cage rotor of an IM here, following the methodology
reported for the cage rotor in [6] the dominant harmonics can be found to be M ± p for
the stator model, where M is the net number of inverter legs. The harmonics leakage term
becomes important especially for the higher pole count. Including these harmonics along
with the slot leakage terms gives a better estimate as shown in Table 3.3.
The difference in the result for these two methods is presented in Table 3.4, as a per-
centage of the analytical result. However, Table. 3.3 and Table 3.4 shows that the results
obtained from FEM analysis are closely matching with analytical results, which proves the
validity of the expressions obtained. It can be noted, as for FEM the leakage term was
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FEM 89.8 214.2 1.4 137.5
Analytical 89.8 215.1 1.6 0.3 123.3
4
FEM 89.8 201.0 1.2 34.4
Analytical 89.8 199.6 1.7 0.3 30.8
6
FEM 89.8 178.1 1.4 13.9
Analytical 89.8 180.0 1.7 0.6 13.7
8
FEM 89.8 152.2 1.0 7.2
Analytical 89.8 153.2 1.8 0.3 7.7
10
FEM 89.8 111.3 1.3 4.4
Analytical 89.8 115.2 1.8 0.8 4.9
Table 3.4: Percentage difference in equivalent circuit parameters from FEM and analytical
method
Pole No. Rs R
′
r Lm
2 0 0.41 11.5
4 0 0.72 11.7
6 0 1.07 1.1
8 0 0.65 6.6
10 0 3.35 10.9
derived assuming stator and rotor leakage to be the same.
3.4.3 Torque-speed characteristics
The circuit parameters obtained from the FEA and analytical model have been further used
to find the torque-speed characteristics of the machine. For initial studies, it is assumed all
the 12 phase belts are connected in star fashion, and excited by the 12 phase inverter from a










Hence for the given case phase voltage vph becomes 16.9 V. The torque-speed characteristics
of the machine from the both FEA and analytical model are shown in Fig. 3.13. As the FEM
simulation was done at particular slip frequencies, the corresponding torque and speed data
points are also plotted in Fig. 3.13. It can be noted, that as expected from the good match of
the circuit parameters from Table. 3.3, the torque-speed characteristics of the machine from
both FEA and analytical model match closely. Although, there is slight mismatch of the
FEM and analytical T-S characteristics, due to mismatch of the circuit parameters between
FEA and analytical model, the T-S data points obtained for the steep part of the character-
istics - where the machine operates nominally, matches very well. This close match ensures
validity of the derived analytical expression of the circuit parameters. This can be attributed
to the fact that, the analytical model considers flux created by the fundamental frequency
only. This assumption match well with the FEM simulation under slip close to zero, as the
FEM simulates the machine at slip frequency. However, when the slip frequency increases
the flux distribution in the machine changes - leading to larger leakage. The torque-speed
characteristics along with circuit parameters of the machine will be validated experimentally
in the next chapters.
It can be noted, as the magnetising inductance is inversely proportional to the square of
pole pair number, the magnetising inductance of the 10 pole configuration becomes similar
to the leakage inductance, thus causing a drop in the peak torque. Fig. 3.13 shows peak
torque available from the 10 pole configuration is lower than that obtained from 8 pole
configuration. Hence for a practical operation, this configuration of this machine will not be
used.
The efficiency of the machine under different pole configuration is shown in Fig. 3.14.
It can be observed except, 10 pole configuration the efficiency is more than 80% in the
practical operating range of slip. Furthermore, the efficiency drops with the increase of the
pole number, which is due to the decreasing magnetising inductance. In higher pole number
larger magnetising current is drawn, leading to poor power factor, higher phase current and
lower efficiency. However, it should be noted, for the target application of starter alternator,
the machine will operate in high pole count configuration for only short duration of time
during starting.
Furthermore, conventional VVVF control can be applied along with PPMIM, as for
VVVF the modulation depth (m) and frequency( f ) of the inverter is changed, and for PPM
the phase angle between the inverter legs (φ) is changed. The net torque-speed operating
envelope of the developed machine under VVVF control is shown in Fig 3.15a. To demon-
strate the enhanced capability of PPMIM to achieve wider torque-speed operating zone, the
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Figure 3.13: Torque - speed characteristics of the machine under different pole configura-
tions from analytical and FEA circuit parameters. The * points on the curves denote the
simulated points in the FEA.
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Figure 3.14: Efficiency of the machine under different pole configurations
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(a) T-S envelope of the PPMIM under VVVF























(b) T-S operating zones under different pole configuration
Figure 3.15: Torque - speed operation envelope of the PPMIM
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developed machine has been compared against a conventional IM. As an example case of
the torque-speed operating zone under VVVF of a conventional machine, the 6 pole con-
figuration can be noted in Fig 3.15a. For both the PPMIM and conventional machine the
rated torque has been taken as half of the peak torque. From the torque-speed envelope of
the PPMIM and conventional machine, it can be seen that there is an improvement in the
starting torque (due to the 8 pole configuration). Further the available torque at high speed
is also increased due to reconfiguration into 2 pole. As shown in Fig. 2.5, for the 6 pole
machine the rated torque at flux weakening zone is limited by the peak torque available,
which is inversely proportional to the square of speed. Moreover, under the T-S operation
envelope of the PPMIM different zones has been shown for different pole configurations in
Fig. 3.15b. As the phase current remains low for lower pole count, the lowest pole count
necessary to achieve the needed torque has been used, to keep the stator loss minimum.
It can be noted a significant zone of the achieved T-S envelope can be also achieved by
only using 8 and 4 pole operation. The net T-S envelope achieved by VVVF operation of 4
pole, 8 pole configuration and combination of both are shown in Fig. 3.16a. This zone has
been compared against the T-S zone achieved originally under all 4 possible configuration
(shown in Fig. 3.15b) in Fig. 3.16b. The zone coloured in red in Fig. 3.16b denotes
the compromised T-S zone for this restricted operation. Previously this zone was catered
by 2 pole operation, where as under 4/8 pole operation this has to be catered by the flux
weakening of 4 pole operation. As mentioned earlier due to the limitation of the peak
torque available in extended flux weakening region (Fig. 2.5) the torque available from flux
weakening of 4 pole operation is lower than that available from the 2 pole operation.
However, if this reduced T-S zone is acceptable for the load, this allows reduction of
inverter legs by 50%, as 4 pole and 8 pole operation can be achieved by a 6 phase inverter.
The phase belt diagram of 4 pole and 8 pole operation is shown in Fig. 3.17a. In this figure,
phase a, b and c are 3 phases with phase difference of 120o and a′, b′ and c′ are 180o phase-
shifted from a, b and c respectively. It can be observed, phase-bands which are 180o shifted
in space are excited by same phase in both cases of 8 pole and 4 pole operation. Hence
a 6 phase inverter will be sufficient to achieve these two pole configurations. This can be
achieved by either series or parallel connection of the phase-bands which carry same phase.
The wiring diagram for parallel and series connection has been shown in Fig. 3.17b and
Fig. 3.17c respectively. Although this modified arrangement scheme proposes a PPMIM
with two configurations only, like previous literatures, the 8 pole scheme of this 4/8 pole
operation is achieved by application of the independent phase belt control which has not
been reported earlier.
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Net T-S envelope six phase
(a) T-S envelope of the PPMIM under VVVF with 4 pole and 8 pole operation























Net T-S envelope for 6 phase operation
T-S zone compromised by 6
phase operation
(b) Comparison of T-S zone by 6 phase and 12 phase operation
Figure 3.16: Torque - speed operation envelope of the PPMIM under 6 phase operation - 4


































































21 3 54 6
(b) Wiring diagram of the machine with parallel con-






































(c) Wiring diagram of the machine with series
connection with 6 phase inverter for 4/8 pole
operation
Figure 3.17: Torque - speed operation envelope of the PPMIM under 6 phase operation - 4
pole and 8 pole
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3.5 Conclusions
The independent phase belt controlled PPMIM has been discussed in this chapter. The
concept has been validated by both analytical and FEA. Although previously reported coil
model (a winding with return) works for the pole configurations with direct return - 2,4, and
6 pole configuration - where some of the phase belt current is exactly out of phase (180o
phase shifted), the model cannot explain the 8 pole and 10 pole configurations where the
phase angle difference between two phase belts is not a submultiple of π , which has not
been investigated before. Hence a novel analytical model has been developed which accur-
ately models independent stator slots for the toroidally wound machine, unlike previously
reported winding with the return.
The analytical model matches closely with the FEA. The accuracy of the model is cer-
tainly limited by the several simplifying assumptions made in the course of the derivation.
However, the closed-form expressions of the circuit parameters enable quick evaluation of
the machine characteristics without needing a computationally heavy FEA. These closed-
form expressions of the circuit parameters are useful particularly for design optimisation for
a given design space. For a given machine dimensions, voltage, current and desired torque-
speed envelope many different machine configurations are needed to be examined in order
to optimise the design.
The proposed PPPMIM achieves a wider T-S operating envelope not only compared to
a conventional VVVF controlled conventional machine but also from previously reported
PPMIM. In [63] a 9 phase inverter has been used for 2/6 pole PPMIM. For a similar sized
machine, the proposed methodology of independent phase belt controlled PPMIM increases
the peak torque by 60% with the expense of 3 more inverter legs (33% increase). Further,
it has been shown if a lower torque is acceptable at higher speed, the proposed machine can
be achieved by a 6 phase inverter, restricting the operation in 8 pole and 4 pole only. This
restricted operation still allows the same starting torque, but lowers the torque available at
higher speed. The proposed concept has been verified experimentally as well. The experi-
mental results of the discussed machine has been reported in the next chapter along with the
details of the circulating power test-bench.
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Experimental Set up Development
The previous chapters discussed the theory of operation of the independent phase belt
controlled PPMIM. To validate the proposed concept an experimental set up has been
built including the poly-phase inverter and toroidally wound machine. Details of the
machine winding design along with fabrication of the prototype machine have been re-
ported in this chapter. This chapter also reports the hardware details of the poly-phase
inverter design. Further the bus-bar design for low voltage high current inverter, DC
bus capacitor selection, isolated gate-driver design for MOSFETs has been reported.
To test the machine under load on both motor and generator operation, a circulating
power test bed is developed by coupling another off the shelf 3 phase induction motor,
driven by a commercially available 48 V inverter.
The independent phase belt controlled PPMIM discussed in the previous chapter has been
fabricated for experimental verification. The schematic of the complete power circulating
power test bench is shown in Fig. 4.1. The test bed consists of the fabricated 12 phase PP-
MIM prototype, which is driven by a laboratory developed 12 phase inverter. The prototype
machine under test is coupled with one off the shelf 48V IM to perform load test of the
machine. This off the shelf IM is driven by one commercially available low voltage inverter.
The PPMIM is designed to be driven by the 12 phase inverter from a 48 V DC bus.
To implement a circulating power test bed, so that only the net system loss has to be
supplied by the external DC source, the other IM and inverter is also rated to be driven by
the same 48V supply. Hence the DC bus connects to both the inverters, forming a circulating
power test bed, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The 12 phase inverter is controlled by a TI28379D
DSP control card [79]. The following sections reports each of the subsystems: the developed
prototype machine, the poly phase inverter along with the control, and the power cycling test
bench in details.
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Figure 4.1: Circulating power experimental test bed schematic
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4.1 Machine Development
Figure 4.2: Removal of the stator winding of an existing IM
Figure 4.3: Rotor of the existing machine
4.1 Machine Development
In the previous chapter the analytical results along with FEA results were compared for a
specific machine (given in Table 3.2). This thesis aims to demonstrate the advantage of
independent phase belt controlled PPMIM for widening the torque speed characteristics of
IM drive. Hence to meet the timeline of the research, an existing 3 phase machine was
modified to the required machine. A 5.5 HP (4kW) machine of IEC 112 frame was used for
this purpose. The stator winding was removed to avail the stator core. Fig. 4.2 shows the
stator in the process of removing the stator coil. The dimension details of the stator core are
given in Appendix E. The 28 slot cage rotor of the machine was kept aside to be installed
later with the new winding in place as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Modified stator before putting toroidal winding
To mount this experimental prototype machine with the test bed frame, four counter-
bores were made, as shown in Fig 4.4. The counterbores hold the stack of the stator core,
as well as providing mechanical support for the machine to be mounted with the end plates.
The end plates arrangement is shown later in Fig. 4.6.
4.1.1 Toroidal winding design
It has been discussed in previous chapters, the proposed independent phase belt controlled
PPMIM utilises a toroidal winding. Hence the winding of the prototype machine has to be
designed to meet the required bus voltage level (48V) and required power.
For the design of the machine, the magnetic loading (flux density) and electric load-
ing (ampere conductor loading) need to be calculated. Hence the flux density at different
locations of the stator and rotor need to be calculated.
Fig. 4.5 shows the flux density distribution at different location of the stator. The radial
air-gap flux density of the machine can be given as




B̂δ ,ν sin(ωet −ν pφsm) (4.1)










Air gap flux 
density (Bδ)
Figure 4.5: Flux density at different locations of the stator
stator tooth ψts can be found by integrating the air-gap radial flux over a slot pitch, where

















Considering the fundamental harmonic only, the maximum flux density occurs at ωet = −π2 .






, ψts can be simplified as
ψ̂ts =






B̂δ sin(ωet − pφsm)
}
lr dφsm















where, χs is the ratio of slot width to tooth width and τs is the slot pitch. Further putting
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This can be rearranged to find the expression of the peak air-gap flux density in terms of








Having obtained the expression for tooth flux density, Eqn. 4.1 can be used to obtain the
core (stator yoke) flux density. It can be observed from Fig. 4.5, the flux under the pole
divides in two paths through the core. Hence the flux through the core ψcs is given as
ψp
2 ,
where ψp is the flux under one pole. ψp is given as
ψp =
∫ τp





ν=1 B̂δ ,ν sin(ωet −ν pφsm)lr dφsm
(4.7)





0 B̂δ sin(ωet − pφsm)lr dφsm
= rlB̂δp cos(ωet)
(4.8)





where hcs is the depth of the stator core. Combining Eqn. 4.9, 4.5 and 4.8 the peak stator









Further, the expression of the core flux can be used to obtain the voltage in each of the
phases. As the machine is wound toroidally, the core flux passes through the phase coil
turns. Although the PPMIM mentioned in [63] uses a toroidally wound stator, as each of the
coils has go and return directions, the flux linkage was double (the go side coil linking with
north pole flux through core, and the other coil linking the south pole core flux diagonally
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Figure 4.6: Fabricated prototype machine





where Ns is the number of turns per slot, q is the phase belt number and kw is the winding















The dimensions of the stator core (presented in 3.2, and Appendix E) and Eqns. 4.6,
4.10 and 4.13, the number of turns in the stator coil (Ns) has been designed to be 22. The
maximum flux density (Bmax) was set to 1.4T. The flux density of the stator core under
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Table 4.1: Stator tooth, air-gap and core flux density under different pole configurations















2 0.28 0.20 0.46 152
4 0.57 0.41 0.46 120
6 0.85 0.61 0.46 80
8 1.13 0.82 0.46 60
10 1.4 1.03 0.46 50
different pole configuration, at the 48 V DC bus voltage, 50Hz frequency and modulation
m = 1, is shown in Table. 4.1. As shown in Eqn 4.6, 4.10 and 4.13, for a fixed voltage, the
stator core (yoke) flux density (B̂cs) remains constant, however air-gap flux density (B̂δ ) and
tooth flux density (B̂ts) is proportional to the pole pair number. The maximum flux density is
met in the 10 pole configuration at the tooth. Clearly for a customised stator stamping design
of this type machine, the yoke depth (hcs) should be reduced to increase iron utilization.
It can be argued that the utilization of the core is low for low pole configuration, as the
flux density is below saturation level. However, this can be leveraged to allow injection
of higher frequency (without decreasing the voltage) in the low pole count, thus increasing
the operating speed range. Indeed this will lead to higher yoke flux density (B̂cs) and the
yoke depth (hcs) should be designed to ensure the yoke does not saturate. The maximum
frequency, for the given machine dimensions, under each pole configuration is calculated
by setting the maximum stator flux density to Bmax, as shown in the last column of Table.
4.1. The frequency is limited by the tooth flux density (B̂ts) for pole configurations 4 to 10.
However, for the 2 pole configuration this is limited by the yoke flux density (B̂cs).
Having designed the turns number of the coils, the coil wire gauge need to be decided.
Using the stator slot cross section and the designed number of turns Ns = 22, the conductor
size was chosen to be two strands of 19 SWG. The window space factor was calculated
to be 0.7. As the laboratory fabricated machine would be air cooled, the current density in
stator conductor was chosen to be 8 A/mm2. The outer side of the toroidal winding increases
cooling effectiveness, hence slightly higher current density can be used. The specific electric
loading for this current density was found to be ~25000 ampere conductor/m.
The constructed machine with the designed toroidal winding is shown in Fig. 4.6. Ad-
ditionally, to measure the flux density in the stator core, 3 search coils were placed at 30o
each around stator teeth. Four thermocouples are also placed on the constructed machine
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- two directly in the stator core - below the return of the toroidal winding, and two on the
stator winding to measure the temperature of the machine at different locations.
4.2 Poly Phase Inverter Design
Having designed the machine, the polyphase inverter has to be designed. The individual
phase current limit can be calculated from the machine design to be ~15A RMS. The DC
bus voltage has been decided to be 48V. For the purpose of this thesis, the machine design
assumes three consecutive slot windings to be connected in series to form one phase. How-
ever it was decided to design the inverter capable to run the machine also at higher current
by connecting slot windings in parallel. Hence a simple estimate shows that the per phase
impedance in parallel connection will be 19 of the series-connected impedance compared to
the series connection. Hence high current MOSFETs in 4-Pin SOT-227B package were used
to construct the inverter. Further, to allow fewer phases by connecting more slot windings
in series the device was overrated in voltage as well. Finally, 150V, 150A MOSFET - IXFN
180N15P [80] was used to construct the inverter. To summarise, the inverter was deliber-
ately over designed to allow future experiments on the reconfigurable IM drive, by allowing
both series and parallel connection of the slot windings. To cater for the high current of
the inverter, a sandwiched busbar was designed by using Autodesk Fusion 360 [81]. As the
designed machine needs a 12 phase inverter, two identical 6 phase inverters were developed.
Each 6 phase inverter has 3 inverter legs in each side of the busbar as shown in the inverter
CAD model in Fig. 4.9. By putting inverter legs at both sides of the bus bar, the net length
required for the bus bar was reduced. Fig. 4.10 shows the fabricated 6 phase inverter with
the heat-sink.
4.2.1 DC bus capacitor design
The VSC needs a DC bus capacitor to maintain the DC bus voltage. The variation of DC bus
voltage is generally caused by the VSI power unbalance [82].The DC bus capacitor size can
be obtained from the design specification of the voltage ripple at the steady state operation,
power rating, and switching frequency given as
Cdc =
Pmax
(Vdc△V + 12△V 2) fsw
(4.14)
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Figure 4.7: Designed gate drive circuit PCB model (in 3d) and fabricated prototype
where Pmax is the maximum power delivered by the inverter, Vdc is the rated DC bus voltage,
△V is the allowed voltage fluctuation at the DC bus, and fsw is the switching frequency of
the inverter. For the design of the inverter, putting Vdc = 48 V, △V = 2 V, and setting fsw =
20 kHz, the DC bus capacitance was obtained to be 1 mF. Hence three 330 µF capacitors
were used. These large bus capacitors was connected at the end of the DC bus, as shown
in the converter model in Fig. 4.9. Due to large stray inductance from the long DC bus
bar, large Coss of the low voltage high current devices and high ESL of the the electrolytic
capacitors there was switching noise coupling from one leg to another. Hence additional
small DC bus capacitors (4.7nF film capacitor and 10µF electrolytic capacitor) were placed
physically very close to the devices, providing the current path during switching transients.
4.2.2 Gate drive design
An isolated dual channel gate driver - UCC21520 [83] was used to drive each leg of the
inverter. The gate driver provides isolation between the input signal side, high side gate
drive and low side gate drive. The top and bottom sides were supplied by two isolated
5V-15V DC/DC converters. The PCB layout, as shown in Fig. 4.7 was optimised to have
minimum loop length from the output of the driver to the gate of the device as this path
carries high frequency pulsed gate current. Further, the gate driver is capable of sourcing
4A during turn on, and sinking 6A during turn off. Hence for a 15V gate drive voltage,
the turn on resistance is set to be 4.7 Ω. During turn off an additional 6.8 Ω resistance is
connected in parallel to achieve faster turn off utilising extra current sinking capability of the
driver. The detailed circuit diagram of the complete gate driver board is shown in Appendix
C. The gate driver allows incorporation of hardware forced dead time by setting a resistor
and capacitor at the dead time pin. Although the dead time will be implemented by the
software controlled PWM generation, to safeguard against accidental mistake, a 1µs dead
time was set in the gate drive. This hardware enabled dead time is not an additional dead
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Figure 4.8: Designed snubber circuit PCB model(in 3d) and fabricated prototype
time applied by the software generated PWM, rather it applies when the software applied
dead time is lower than the set value of 1µs, and ensures both top and bottom switches
are never switched on simultaneously. The chosen 4-Pin SOT-227B package of the devices
allows the gate drive to be connected on the device directly from the other side of the bus
bar - as the package has gate and source in one side of the device, and drain and source on
the other side of the package. This ensures gate drive placement does not interfere with the
sandwiched bus bar design. The gate drive PCB shape was designed from the CAD model
of the inverter, so that it can be directly bolted on the devices as shown later in Fig. 4.9 and
4.10.
4.2.3 Snubber circuit design
As this inverter deploys sandwiched bus bar to handle large current rating of the inverter -
this leads to larger DC bus inductance compared to PCB based inverter design. This larger
DC bus inductance leads to ringing during switching transients. Hence an RC snubber cir-
cuit was designed to protect the devices from over voltage during switching transients. As
discussed in [84] the snubber capacitor was selected to be twice the device output capacit-
ance. The device being low voltage, high current has high output capacitance of 2.2 nF [80].
Hence a 4.4 nF capacitor was selected. The net snubber loss in the capacitor is given as
Ploss =CV 2 f (4.15)
where C is the snubber capacitor, V is the DC bus voltage and f is the switching frequency.
It should be noted, this includes both turn on and off energy in one device, each being
equal to 12CV
2. Hence for a 48 V DC bus, and 20 kHz switching frequency, 4.4 nF snubber
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Figure 4.9: designed 6 phase inverter CAD model
capacitor causes individual snubber loss to be 0.22W. A 2 Ω, 2 W resistor was used, as this
limits the initial current to 24A. Further the net loss for the 12 phase inverter (24 devices) is
5.8 W, which is significantly small compared to the power rating of the drive. The designed
snubber circuit is shown in Fig. 4.8. Special care was taken to make the snubber PCB
small, and directly mountable on the device terminals of the inverter legs to reduce stray
inductance in the connection as shown in the complete inverter assembly in Fig. 4.9 and
4.10.
4.2.4 Inverter control software
A TI TMS320F28379D [79] processor based control card was used to generate the PWM
for the 12 phase inverter by implementing a phase shifted sine PWM by comparing against
a triangular carrier. EPWM modules of the controller were used to generate the pulses,
along with dead time. The switching frequency was kept at 10kHz, and a dead time of 1
µs, between top and bottom device of the inverter legs was applied. The program allows
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Figure 4.10: Fabricated 6 phase inverter
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to change the modulation index (m), fundamental frequency (f) and the phase angle (φ ) in
between consecutive inverter phases in open loop.
Further, a simple modification in the program allows keeping the modulation index pro-
portional to frequency, thus allowing testing the machine performance under VVVF control.
A serial communication based graphical user interface as shown in Fig. 4.11 was developed
based on MATLAB - Simulink, to control the the modulation index, fundamental frequency
and the phase angle in between consecutive inverter phases.
4.3 Power cycling test bench
To test the machine under load condition, i.e. different torque-speed operating conditions,
another load/drive machine is needed. Further, this load machine should be torque and /
or speed controlled, so that the operating point can be set from the load/drive machine,
while the prototype machine is operated without any closed loop control. Hence an in-
verter controlled machine is needed to be mechanically coupled with the prototype machine.
Moreover, if this machine is chosen to be driven from the same DC bus voltage (48 V) as the
prototype machine, a circulating power test bench can be developed. The load machine will
be in generator mode, while the prototype machine will be motor operation and vice-versa.
As the DC source needs to supply the loss of the system only (net loss of both the drives),
this circulating power test bench would allow to test the prototype machine at higher power
than that available from the DC source.
Hence another off the shelf induction machine was bought and its shaft was coupled
directly with the prototype machine through a torque transducer [85]. The details of the
commercially available IM used in the test bench is given in Appendix E. The inverter [86]
for the load machine was connected to the same 48 V DC bus, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The
user interface software of the inverter allows to set the maximum torque and speed of the
machine. The complete circulating power test bench hardware photograph is shown in the
Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: Serial communication user interface
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Figure 4.12: Fabricated circulating power experimental test bed
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results - Steady state
operation
The previous chapter discussed details of the experimental prototype machine design,
inverter design and circulating power setup development, along with necessary control
software. Having developed the test bench, experimental tests were performed on the
fabricated machine. This chapter reports the experimental results of the machine from
no-load test, blocked rotor test and load test under different pole configurations. Fur-
ther, no-load test and blocked rotor test data has been used to calculate the machine
parameters and have been compared against those parameter values obtained from
FEA and analytical calculation presented in chapter 3. Finally the load test results on
T-S characteristics of the machine under different pole configurations has been com-
pared against the calculated machine torque-speed characteristics reported in chapter
3.
5.1 No load test
To estimate the machine parameters experimentally, no load test and blocked rotor test
need to be performed at rated frequency. The control software was configured to apply a
modulation index of 0.95 and frequency of 50 Hz, where the DC bus was kept at rated 48 V.
The modulation index was kept at 0.95, instead of 1, to ensure the pulses at the peak of the
sine wave are not too narrow leading to pulse dropping at peak due to the dead-time. A 0.95
modulation index at 10 kHz switching frequency would produce minimum width of pulse
to be 5 µs, which will appear as 4 µs pulse at the device after application of the set dead
time (1 µs).
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5.1 No load test
Figure 5.1: 2 pole operation (30ophase shift)
The input DC power to the inverter was measured directly from the 48V DC power sup-
ply, which gives the input power to the inverter. The AC power output was measured using
a 3 phase power analyser N4L PPA5530 [87]. Due to the difficulty of instrumentation to
measure all 12 phases simultaneously, the power analyser was connected at three phases
first, and then changed to other three phases to make sure all phases are balanced. Simultan-
eously the phase voltage and current waveforms were recorded too. Similar to the difficulty
of measurement of the AC power, it is challenging to measure 12 phase voltage and current
simultaneously. A Lecroy 8 channel MDA 800 oscilloscope [88] was used to observe 3
phase voltage and current at a time. Further, similar to power analyser measurement, the
voltage and current waveforms of the other phases were checked to ensure the phases are
balanced. By changing the phase angle between consecutive legs of the inverter, different
pole pairs were realised. The experimental results of the no load test under different pole
configuration are reported in table 5.1. The voltage and current waveforms of three consec-
utive phases were recorded using the oscilloscope, for five different pole configurations and
are presented in Fig. 5.1 - 5.5
It can be observed, the slip of the machine under no load condition, is not very close
to zero. This can be attributed to the presence of the load machine and friction and wind-
age loss of the machine for the low pole high speed operation, and torque ripple present in
the high pole low speed operation. Hence if magnetising inductance is calculated from this
result, this would not be very close to accurate estimate as shown in Table 5.1. This error
in the slip, is particularly large for the two pole operation, as the friction and windage loss
is higher at higher speed. Hence to accurately estimate the magnetising inductance, a syn-
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Figure 5.2: 4 pole operation (60ophase shift)
Figure 5.3: 6 pole operation (90ophase shift)
Figure 5.4: 8 pole operation (120ophase shift)
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5.2 Blocked rotor test
Figure 5.5: 10 pole operation (150ophase shift)
chronous speed test of the machine was performed. This was achieved by running the load
machine under speed control, by setting the speed of the rotor to be same as synchronous
speed. The results of this test under different pole configuration is presented in table 5.2.
Calculated magnetising inductance of the machine under different pole configuration has
been presented too. Due to the counter used in the control software, the actual frequency
of the supply was 49.4 Hz, rather than 50Hz. Hence the speed was adjusted to match the
corresponding synchronous speed under different pole configuration, as shown in table 5.2.
5.2 Blocked rotor test
To estimate the stator and rotor leakage inductance and resistance, a blocked rotor test need
to be performed. A customised rotor blocking arrangement was made which allows the shaft
of the machine clamped by two pieces of hollow blocks and then bolted to the machine base,
as shown in Fig 5.6. For this blocked rotor test, after blocking the rotor, the DC bus voltage
was increased until the rated current of 13 A RMS phase current was reached, while the
modulation index was kept at 0.95 as before. The experimental results has been reported
in table 5.3. Further, the rotor and stator resistance and leakage inductances have been
calculated and shown in the same table, for different pole configurations.
The stator resistance of a phase was measured by connecting a phase sensitive multi-
meter (N4L PSM 3750) [89], since the stator resistance is very small, and can be easily
affected by the lead connection. Hence at first the resistance of the connected leads with
the PSM were measured to be 265 mΩ (at 50Hz). Then the leads were connected across
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Experimental Results - Steady state operation
Figure 5.6: Blocked rotor test arrangement
one stator phase and the resistance were measured to be 383 mΩ, giving each stator phase
resistance to be 118 mΩ, which is slightly higher than the stator resistance estimated to be
89.8 mΩ, from the calculation in chapter 3. This can be attributed to connecting lead wires,
and terminal junctions. However, as this is a low voltage high current machine, this small
extra stator resistance will affect the machine torque and output, which is shown in the next
section of load test of the machine.
Subtracting stator resistance from the net resistance obtained from the blocked rotor test
would give the equivalent rotor resistance. The experimental values of the equivalent circuit
parameters and the values obtained from the analytical and FEA calculation in chapter 3
have been tabulated in table 5.4 for comparison. It can be observed that for low pole num-
bers, the values agree very closely. However, for the larger pole number (8 and 10), due to
the presence of the larger harmonics, the values diverge more as the analytical results were
obtained for the fundamental frequency only.
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Experimental 118 217 1.45 123.16
FEM 89.8 214.2 1.4 137.5
Analytical 89.8 215.1 1.6 0.3 123.3
4
Experimental 118 192 1.25 28.16
FEM 89.8 201.0 1.2 34.4
Analytical 89.8 199.6 1.7 0.3 30.8
6
Experimental 118 165 1 11.23
FEM 89.8 178.1 1.4 13.9
Analytical 89.8 180.0 1.7 0.6 13.7
8
Experimental 118 156 1.15 6.37
FEM 89.8 152.2 1.0 7.2
Analytical 89.8 153.2 1.8 0.3 7.7
10
Experimental 118 122 1.5 3.55
FEM 89.8 111.3 1.3 4.4
Analytical 89.8 115.2 1.8 0.8 4.9
5.3 Load test under different pole configurations
Having obtained the machine parameters from the experimental results, the torque-speed
characteristics of the machine were obtained by load testing of the machine. As mentioned
earlier, the 10 pole operation leads to large torque ripple, hence has not been studied under
load test. This was achieved by operating the load machine under speed control, thus setting
the operating speed of the machine under test. The machine input power was measured
similar to the no load and blocked rotor experiments. The inverter input power and efficiency
was measured as well. Table 5.5 - 5.8 reports the experimental data.
The T-S load data of the machine under different pole configurations is shown w.r.t the
T-S characteristics obtained from the analysis in chapter 3 in Fig. 5.7. Fig. 5.7 shows good
match of the experimental results and the estimated T-S characteristics obtained from the
analysis in chapter 3. The efficiency and power factor of the machine under different pole
configurations are also shown against the same estimated from the analysis in Figs. 5.8 and
5.9. As discussed in the previous section, the power factor and efficiency drop with the
increase of the pole numbers due to increase in magnetising current caused by decrease in
magnetising inductance. This is validated by experimental results as well.
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Experimental Results - Steady state operation
























Figure 5.7: Experimental results on T-S characteristics of the machine under different pole
configurations
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the experimental results of the fabricated prototype are presented. A good
match of the equivalent circuit parameters obtained from the experimental results, with the
same obtained by analytical model and FEA is reported. Further the T-S characteristics of
the machine under different pole configuration is reported. Although there is a good match
of the experiential T-S characteristics and analytical and FEA based characteristics presen-
ted in previous chapter there is slight mismatch as well. Several reasons can be identified
for these discrepancies. One of them is that both analytical and FEM model analysed the
machine with a 2D model neglecting the end ring effect of the rotor and end windings of
the stator. Further, in the actual hardware prototype, the rotor bars were skewed by 1 slot.
This reduces the net flux linkage [63] and thus the net torque produced. However, given
the presence of the harmonics in the air-gap mmf, this skewing helps to reduce the torque
ripple.
Furthermore, due to the nature of the laboratory prototyping, large lead connections
were used to connect the stator terminals with the inverter. The terminal board, containing
individual terminal of the slot windings also add extra resistance in the stator. The above
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Figure 5.8: Experimental results on efficiency of the machine under different pole configur-
ations
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Figure 5.9: Power factor of the machine under different pole configurations
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5.4 Conclusions
mentioned reasons explains slightly lower torque output of the machine under different pole
configuration. Furthermore, the friction and windage loss of the system also reduces the
torque output. However, the friction and windage loss of the system was found to be mostly
negligible (less than 100 W) except 2 pole operation due to lower speed. At 3000 rpm
friction and windage loss was measured to be 125 W.
Moreover, as discussed in last chapter, due to fabrication constraint, the toroidal winding
was retrofitted on an off the shelf 3 phase 4 pole induction machine, hence the stator of the
machine is not particularly designed and / or optimised for a pole changing operation. A
complete design optimisation of the whole machine will be helpful to improve efficiency
and power factor. However, the main objective of this thesis is to establish the theory of in-
dependent phase belt controlled pole-phase modulation and increase in the net torque-speed





Dynamic Model of PPMIM and Online
Pole Changing
The previous chapter experimentally validates the proposed concept of independent
phase belt controlled PPMIM. Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrates the unprecedented flex-
ibility in pole combination achievable from the proposed independent phase belt control
of the PPMIM. However, the steady-state model developed in chapter 3 does not suf-
fice to model the dynamic behaviour of the proposed machine during transients. The
dynamic model is important for understanding transients during pole changing. This
chapter focuses on the development of the dynamic model of the machine. The de-
veloped model has been used to understand the dynamics of the machine during pole
changing. Further a closed loop speed control scheme along with a ramp transition
from one pole configuration to another has been simulated by using the dynamic model
of the machine. Finally experimental results have been reported for the online pole
changing of the PPMIM.
6.1 Introduction
The dynamic model of conventional three phase induction machine is given as (in term of
an arbitrary d and q axis quantities) [90]
vds = idsRs +
d
dt
λds − Θ̇sλqs (6.1)
vqs = iqsRs +
d
dt
λqs + Θ̇sλds (6.2)
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vdr = 0 = idrRr +
d
dt
λdr − Θ̇rλqr (6.3)
vqr = 0 = iqrRr +
d
dt
λqr + Θ̇rλdr (6.4)
where λ denotes the flux linkage, given as below:
λds = Lsids +Midr (6.5)
λqs = Lsiqs +Miqr (6.6)
λdr = Lridr +Mids (6.7)
λqr = Lriqr +Miqr (6.8)
Ls, and Lr are stator and rotor self inductances given as below
Ls = M+Lls (6.9)
Lr = M+Llr (6.10)
Θ̇s and Θ̇r are the derivative of the angle between stator and rotor axes with the reference
axis [78] respectively. Rs and Rr are the stator and rotor resistance respectively, Lls and Llr
are leakage inductance, and M is the mutual inductance term. The electromagnetic torque





It is well known that for a conventional three phase machine, the Park transformation can
be used to obtain the DQ machine parameters [6]. [76] discusses the derivation of these
transformations for a generalized PPM IM by looking at the winding function of stator
and rotor phases. The model derived in [76] cannot be directly applied due to the inherent
difference of the winding connection of the proposed machine compared to the previously
reported PPMIM, which is discussed in [63]. However, a similar approach can be taken for
the proposed machine by using the winding functions derived in the chapter 3. Furthermore,
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as discussed later, [63] does not provide a closed-form expression of the rotor inductance
terms, which has been derived here as well to obtain a set of complete analytical closed-form
expressions.
6.2 Dynamic model of the machine
The development of the dynamic model of the PPMIM can be studied as a two step process
- first the dynamic model of the machine is developed in terms of the phases (abc domain),
and then transformation of the obtained abc domain model into a stationary orthogonal
reference frame (αβ domain) through vector space decomposition [76] to simplify the phase
domain model. Further the αβ domain model can be transformed to a rotating reference
frame (dq domain) by the suitable transformation.
6.2.1 Dynamic model in phase domain
A generic machine dynamic model of the proposed machine in abc reference frame can be
given as [90]








λs = Lsis +Lsrir (6.14)
λr = L′sris +Lrir (6.15)
where vs and vr are stator and rotor voltage vectors, iS and ir are stator and rotor current
vectors (in abc reference frame) respectively. Further, λs and λr are stator and rotor flux
linkages. Rs is the diagonal matrix with stator phase resistance and Rr is the diagonal matrix
with rotor phase resistance. Ls is the self inductance matrix of the machine, where diag-
onal terms presents stator phase self inductance, and non-diagonal entries represent mutual
inductance of the stator phases. Similarly Lr is defined as the self inductance matrix of
the rotor, and Lsr is the stator - rotor mutual inductance matrix. Further, Ls and Lr can be
separated into the leakage inductance and mutual inductance terms as below:
Ls = Lls +Lms (6.16)
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and
Lr = Llr +Lmr (6.17)
where Lls and Llr are diagonal matrices with the stator and rotor leakage terms respectively.
Lms and Lmr are the mutual inductance terms of the stator and rotor respectively. Given
the machine has m number of stator phases, the vectors of stator quantities (vs, is and λs)
has the dimension of m. However, for squirrel cage IM, the number of rotor phase is not
specifically defined, which need to be fixed to obtain the dimensions of the vectors of rotor
quantities (vr, ir and λr). It has been argued that given there are sufficient number of rotor
phases, it is convenient to assume the number of rotor phases is the same as for the stator
[76, 90], as that will make the transformation matrices for both stator and rotor the same,
making the derivation simpler. However, as mentioned in [6], this approach is not strictly
mathematically correct - as it fails to take cage structure of the rotor into account. Further,
[76] clearly acknowledges due to this approximation of the same rotor phases, the winding
function of the rotor can not be obtained in a closed analytical form. Hence in this thesis,
the rotor is modelled more accurately by treating each of the bars. Taking the number of
rotor bars to be Qr the dimension of the vectors of rotor quantities become Qr. Further,
the stator to rotor mutual inductance matrix takes a dimension of m×Qr. By modelling
the rotor with actual physical cage bars, this model enables the study of the effects from
higher harmonics. As the proposed PPMIM is intended to operate under different pole
configuration, this model will enable design of the number of rotor bars for an optimal
design. For the rest of the derivation of the dynamic model of the machine, the matrices are
represented as bold upper case letters, scalar quantities as lower case letters and vectors with
lowercase letters with arrowhead (→) on top. Further the matrix and vector dimensions are
mentioned at subscript when they are defined. The parameter matrices in the Eqn. 6.12 -
6.17 can be expressed as below :
Rs =

rs 0 · · · 0
0 rs · · · 0
...
... . . . 0





6.2 Dynamic model of the machine
Rr =

rr 0 · · · 0
0 rr · · · 0
...
... . . . 0






lls 0 · · · 0
0 lls · · · 0
...
... . . . 0





lsm ls1,2 · · · ls1,m
ls2,1 lsm · · · ls2,m
...
... . . . lsm−1,m






llr 0 · · · 0
0 llr · · · 0
...
... . . . 0





lrm lr1,2 · · · lr1,m
lr2,1 lrm · · · lr2,m
...
... . . . lm−1,m







lsrm lsr1,2 · · · lsr1,m
lsr2,1 lsrm · · · lsr2,m
...
... . . . lsrm−1,m




The voltage, current and flux-linkage vectors of the stator are m dimensional vector and for
rotor they are Qr dimensional vectors. The terms in the Eqn. 6.18 - 6.22 has already been
derived in chapter 3, except the stator and rotor phase - phase mutual inductance terms and
stator-rotor phase mutual inductances. The stator phase i to phase j mutual inductance can







where Nsk(θs) is the winding function of the kth stator phase. Modifying the stator winding
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Hence lsi, j can be obtained as:


















)2 cosν 2πm ( j− i)
(6.25)








Following the same methodology and using the rotor winding function derived in Eqn. 3.35
the rotor phase i to phase j mutual inductance can be obtained as









( j− i) (6.27)
















The relationship between stator and rotor angle is given as
θr = θs +θrm (6.30)





















It should be noted the quantities in both stator and rotor self inductance Ls and Lr are inde-
pendent of the stator to rotor relative position, whereas the stator to rotor mutual inductances
are varying with respect to stator to rotor angle (θrm). This is valid under the assumption of
smooth air-gap and if the slot effect is neglected. Further, the rotor quantities are obtained
by taking each of the rotor bars as a phase, hence the obtained expressions do not involve
an effective turns ratio.
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6.2.2 Dynamic model in the stationary reference frame (α , β )
Having obtained the dynamic model of the machine in the phase domain, the vector space
transformation is to be obtained to transform the derived dynamic model of the machine
from the phase domain to αβ domain. As it can be seen from the dimensions of the equa-
tion matrices in the phase model there are m stator equations and Qr rotor equations. The
stationary reference frame model transforms both stator and rotor equations into a set of
m orthogonal vectors. Hence the stator transformation matrix would have a dimension of
m×m. Furthermore, as [91] points out, the transformation matrix would have a dimension
of Qr ×Qr for the rotor.
For a generic machine with m independent phase belts, m2 − 1 pole pair combinations
can be achieved. Hence m− 2 orthogonal basis vectors can be defined (2 vector for each
pole configuration - one with α and the other with β ) from these pole configurations for
the stator transformation matrix. These basis vectors directly correspond to electromagnetic
energy conversion. Taking the first stator phase as the reference, αi and βi transformation








cos(0) cos(2πm )i cos2(
2π
m )i · · · cos(m−1)(
2π
m )i
sin(0) sin(2πm )i sin2(
2π





where i = 1,2, . . . , m2 − 1 . At least two zero vectors which are orthogonal to the rest (αi
and βi ) are needed for an even number of phases [92] . The inner product of the zero
vectors with a balanced machine variable must be zero. These two zero vectors can be
easily formulated by setting i = m2 and i = m in the following:
−→zi =
{
cos(0) cos(2πm )i cos2(
2π
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Hence the stator transformation matrix Ks(abc−αβ ) is given as
Ks(abc−αβ )=

cos(0) cos(2πm ) cos2(
2π
m ) · · · cos(m−1)(
2π
m )
sin(0) sin(2πm ) sin2(
2π
m ) · · · sin(m−1)(
2π
m )
cos(0)2 cos(2πm )2 cos2(
2π
m )2 · · · cos(m−1)(
2π
m )2
sin(0)2 sin(2πm )2 sin2(
2π



















































2 scaling factor at the zero vectors allows the following to be written




where Im×m is the identity matrix of order m. This will be later used to find the inverse of
the transformation. Following the similar approach the orthogonal basis vector for the i th







cos(0) cos(2πQr )i cos2(
2π
Qr
)i · · · cos(Qr −1)(2πQr )i
sin(0) sin(2πQr )i sin2(
2π
Qr
)i · · · sin(Qr −1)(2πQr )i
}
(6.36)
This will construct m− 2 rows of the rotor transformation matrix. As the transformation
intends to transfer the rotor quantities corresponding to the stator pole pairs, the rest of the
rows of the rotor transformation matrix have to be zero vectors. Here as well the zero vectors
will take a form similar to stator given as
−→zi =
{
cos(0) cos(2πQr )i cos2(
2π
Qr
)i · · · cos(Qr −1)(2πQr )i
}
(6.37)
which can be found by suitable choice of i in the above expression. Assuming Qr to be even
(which is the case for most of the rotor), a similar strategy as for the stator can be taken to
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construct the transformation matrix for the rotor as below:
Kr(abc−αβ )=

cos(0) cos(2πQr ) cos2(
2π
Qr
) · · · cos(Qr −1)(2πQr )
sin(0) sin(2πQr ) sin2(
2π
Qr
) · · · sin(Qr −1)(2πQr )
cos(0)2 cos(2πQr )2 cos2(
2π
Qr
)2 · · · cos(Qr −1)(2πQr )2
sin(0)2 sin(2πQr )2 sin2(
2π
Qr


































































Similar to stator transformation, the rotor transformation also satisfies




This model is an extension of the complex vector model of 3 phase squirrel cage IM reported
in [91] for a generalized m phase pole phase modulated machine. Using this transformation
Eqn. 6.12 can be transformed in αβ space as
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Similarly Eqn. 6.13 can be transformed as
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Eqn. 6.40 and 6.41 can be rewritten as






λ s(αβ ) (6.42)
where
−→






i r(αβ ) (6.43)
and






λ r(αβ ) (6.44)
where
−→






i s(αβ ) (6.45)
The new inductance matrices are defined as below:
Lms−αβ = Ks(abc−αβ )LmsK
−1
s(abc−αβ )
Lsr−αβ = Ks(abc−αβ )LsrK
−1
r(abc−αβ )
Lmr−αβ = Kr(abc−αβ )LmrK
−1
r(abc−αβ )


























Further, due to the structure of the stator self inductance matrix, it can be shown Lms−αβ
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and Lmr−αβ will take the following forms
Lms−αβ =

ms1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0
0 ms1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0
0 0 ms2 0 · · · 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ms2 · · · 0 0 0 0
...
...
... 0 . . . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ms(m2 −1) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ms(m2 −1) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0







mr1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 mr1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 mr2 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 mr2 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
... 0 . . . 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 0 0 mr(m2 −1) 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 mr(m2 −1) 0 · · · 0








... . . .
...




where msi and mri are the stator and rotor self mutual inductance respectively for the ith
















































In this simplification, in Eqn. 6.48 - 6.54, the harmonics orders higher than m2 −1 has been
neglected as the model intends to model all m2 −1 pole configurations. To study the effect of
harmonics (which will be more dominant under higher pole count - higher harmonic orders)
further harmonics (higher than m2 −1) can be considered in the model. For example to study
the effect of rotor bar harmonics, or stator slot harmonics, the simplified winding functions
can be suitably modified to incorporate the effects of those harmonics. As it can be seen if
only harmonics up to m2 −1 are considered for both stator and rotor, the mutual inductance
matrices become zero for the rotor αβ matrices for i > 2(m2 −1). Hence for simplifying the
calculations, the extra dimensions (Qr −m) in the rotor matrices can be truncated making
the both stator and rotor matrices of the same dimensions in αβ reference frame. However,
if a more generalized study is intended (as mentioned before - slot harmonics, rotor bar
harmonics) these dimensions should be kept.
The most important observation can be made from the structure of the inductance matrices,
under this αβ transformation, all the pole configurations have become decoupled. As this
thesis intends to establish an electronically pole changing induction machine, the problem
can be studied as a two-part problem. First, a machine is needed which can be reconfigured
to different pole configurations by changing the excitation electronically. Chapter 3 estab-
lished that the proposed machine can operate under different pole configuration by changing
the phase angle between consecutive inverter legs. However, to achieve online pole chan-
ging of the machine, different pole configurations need to be decoupled. As this model is
derived under no assumption of the stator and rotor current waveforms (unlike steady state
model derivation in chapter 3, which assumed sinusoidal current excitation), the individual
pole configuration can be independently controlled for an online pole changing by simply
de-exciting one pole configuration and exciting the other. Under the assumption of magnetic
linearity (the machine is not being saturated by excitation of one pole) the machine can be
studied as the superposition of different pole configurations. This will be utilised in a later
section to achieve online transition from one pole to another pole configuration.
Further, as the model has been derived by treating individual rotor bars, it would be
convenient to introduce an equivalent turns ratio to refer the rotor circuit directly into stator
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A
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circuits. Eqn. 6.40 can be rewritten as below








i s(αβ )+Lms−αβ B
−→
i r′(αβ )) (6.56)
where
−→




i r(αβ ) and
−→









As the zero vectors do not have a mutual inductance term, ki is defined for the electromag-




cosθrm sinθrm 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0
−sinθrm cosθrm 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0
0 0 cos2θrm sin2θrm · · · 0 0 0 0
0 0 −sin2θrm cos2θrm · · · 0 0 0 0
...
...
... 0 . . . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 cos(m2 −1)θrm sin(
m
2 −1)θrm 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −sin(m2 −1)θrm cos(
m
2 −1)θrm 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0













i r′(αβ )+ kLrs−αβ
−→
i s(αβ )) (6.59)




























k 2Llr respectively, where
−→

















It can be noted this turns ratio obtained here is exactly the same as the turns ratio krs derived
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earlier in the steady state equivalent circuit model in Eqn. 3.72. Following the introduc-
tion of the turns ratio, the stator and rotor dynamic equations only contains one mutual
inductance term given as Lms−αβ . However, the αβ reference frame equations contain the
position dependent mutual coupling (between α and β of the corresponding pole pair) mat-
rix B. Hence in the next section these equations are transferred to the rotating reference
frame to eliminate the position dependent terms.
6.2.3 Dynamic model in rotating reference frame (dq)
It is well known that the position dependent mutual coupling terms (in B) can be eliminated
by referring all the equations into a common reference frame - which is usually denoted as
dq0 frame in conventional three phase machine model or arbitrary reference frame model.
As the stator and rotor reference frames are rotating at different speeds, separate trans-
formation matrices (from α,β to dq ) have to be developed for the stator and the rotor.
Furthermore, the speed of the dq reference frames corresponding to p pole pair is rotating
at p times of the speed. Incorporating this information the transformation matrices can be
defined as partial block diagonal format as below:
Ks(αβ−dq) =

K1 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 K2 · · · 0 0 0
...
... . . . 0 0 0
0 0 · · · K(m2 −1) 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 1 0







K1 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 K2 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...
... . . . 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · K(m2 −1) 0 · · · 0





... . . .
...
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where φp is the angle between the rotating d axis of the pth pole pair count and α axis.






(ωm −ωrm) dt (6.66)
where ωm is the speed of the dq reference frame, and ωrm is the speed of the rotor. Fur-
thermore, as discussed earlier, if the harmonics effect of the machine is not being studied,
the rotor matrix can be truncated to be m×m to make the stator and rotor matrices of same
dimensions. Similar to previous transformations Ks(αβ−dq) and Kr(αβ−dq) are orthogonal
i.e. their transpose is equal to their inverse. Using the stator transformation (Ks(αβ−dq)) on
Eqn. 6.56 following can be derived:





















i s(dq) · · ·













i r′(dq)) can be simplified by looking into the block
corresponding to pth pole pair given as Eqn. 6.68. Putting θrm =−
∫
ωrm dt, (φsp + pθrm −
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Following αβ − dq transformation with Kr(αβ−dq) transformation matrix, the rotor equa-
tions can be written as





















i r′(dq) · · ·





Following similar matrix multiplication as shown for stator in Eqn. 6.68, the last term of
Eqn. 6.70 can be simplified. Again, due to block diagonal nature of the matrices, the block
corresponding to pth pole pair is given in Eqn. 6.71. Putting (φrp − pθrm −φsp) = 0 in the





















Hence the stator and rotor equations for pth pole pair in an arbitrary reference frame rotating
at speed ωm can be summarised as
vsdp = isdprs +
d
dt
λsdp − pωmλsqp (6.73)
vsqp = isqprs +
d
dt
λsqp + pωmλsdp (6.74)
vr′dp = 0 = ir′dprr′ +
d
dt
λr′dp − p(ωm −ωrm)λr′qp (6.75)
vr′qp = 0 = ir′qprr′ +
d
dt
λr′qp + p(ωm −ωrm)λr′dp (6.76)
where λ denotes the flux linkage, given as below:
λsdp = llsisdp +msp(isdp + ir′dp) (6.77)
λsqp = llsisqp +msp(isqp + ir′qp) (6.78)
λr′dp = llr′ir′dp +msp(isdp + ir′dp) (6.79)
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λr′qp = llr′ir′qp +msp(isqp + ir′qp) (6.80)
As the mutual inductance matrix elements for zero vectors become 0, the kth zero vector can
be given as









Eqn. 6.73 - 6.82 represents the equivalent model of a generic m phase PPMIM. Eqn. 6.73 -
6.82 has been represented as equivalent circuit using complex notation in Fig. 6.1. Further,
comparing with the dynamic model of a conventional three phase induction machine given
in Eqn. 6.1 - 6.10, the proposed PPMIM machine can be studied as superposition of several
machines with different pole-pairs.
Having derived the equivalent circuit of the dynamic model of the machine, the model
can be used for calculation of torque. For pth pole pair, combining the stator and rotor
voltage equations and flux linkage equations given in Eqn. 6.73 - 6.80 for a stator reference







rs + lspσ 0 mspσ 0
0 rs + lspσ 0 mspσ
mspσ pωrmmsp rr′ + lr′pσ pωrmlr′p








where σ is the ddt operator, lps = lls+msp and lr′p = llr′+msp. Eqn. 6.83 can be expanded as
−→v = R−→i +Lσ−→i + pωrmG
−→




























0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 msp 0 lr′p








= pmsp(isqpir′dp − isdpir′qp)
(6.84)
As the transformation matrices used to convert phase equations into dq reference frame, are
not unimodular (determinant = 1), the obtained dq reference frame torque should be suitably
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llr’iωm λsqp p(ωm - ωrm)λr’qp 
 λsdp 
 λr’dp vsdp Vr’dp = 0
isdp ir’dp 





llr’pωm λsdp p(ωm - ωrm)λr’dp 
 λsqp 
 λr’qp vsqp Vr’qp = 0
isqp ir’qp 






 Vr’zk = 0
ir’zk 
(c) kth zero vector equivalent circuit stator and rotor
Figure 6.1: DQ Axis equivalent circuit model of PPMIM
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scaled to get the actual torque of the machine, which can be obtained from similar treatment






























−→v abc = m2 Pabc
(6.85)




pmsp(isqpir′dp − isdp ir′qp) (6.86)
In steady state operation, only one of the several pole configurations will be used. However,
during online pole transition, as shown later in this chapter, one pole configuration will be
gradually turned off, where as the other gradually activated. As discussed earlier, consider-
ing the machine as superposition of different pole configuration machine, the net torque of









pmsp(isqpir′dp − isdpir′qp) (6.87)
Further the speed dynamics of a rotating machine can be given as




where Tl is the load torque and J is the combined inertia of the machine rotor and load.
Additionally, if required the speed dynamics equation can be modified to incorporate the
friction term as well. The obtained model of the machine will be used to find the dynamics
of the machine during online pole changing in the next section.
6.3 Inverter Control
The above derived dynamic model of the machine can be used to implement an online pole
changing control. As it has been shown earlier, the machine can be studied as the super-
position of independent machines with different pole configurations. Hence to implement
online pole changing, the machine with running pole configuration has to be de-energised
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and the other machine (with desired pole numbers) has to be energised simultaneously. This
can be achieved by a step change in these excitations or a change through ramp.
For conventional 3 phase induction machine it is known that, if the reference frame is
set to be air-gap mmf, the dq axes quantities become DC. Hence the reference frame is
set to be electrical frequency - which will correspond to the air gap mmf speed for p = 1.
Furthermore, as the developed dynamic model takes into account the difference of reference
frame speed at different pole configurations the reference frame speed will be adjusted to
the corresponding air gap mmf accordingly.
A simple scalar closed-loop control scheme has been implemented as shown in Fig. 6.2.
At first, a simple scalar function (as a function of speed) is defined for the modulation indices
of different pole configurations to implement V/f control which ensures constant flux opera-
tion under base speed. The modulation index as a function of synchronous speed command
is shown in Fig. 6.3. As the 10 pole configuration is intended not to be used, its modulation
index is kept at zero throughout the range. The controller takes a speed command as an in-
put. Further, the machine speed is sensed through a quadrature encoder. The machine speed
(ωrm) is subtracted from the reference speed and the error signal is passed to a PI controller
to generate the synchronous speed command. The synchronous speed command is used to
generate the modulation indices under different pole configurations. An independent control
input is taken, which selects the pole number. The modulation index corresponding to the
selected pole number is passed on from the vdq0 block to the next stage, while the modula-
tion indices for other pole numbers and zero vectors are set to zero as shown by the selection
switches in the block digram shown in Fig. 6.2. The vdq0 command is then passed through a
rate limit block - which ensures a smooth transition from one pole configuration to another.
When the pole select command changes - the modulation index of the previous pole is set
to zero and the modulation index of the new pole is set to the desired value, based on the
current synchronous speed of the machine. The rate limit block allows gradual change from
existing command (zero for new pole configuration and non-zero for old pole configuration)
to new commands (non-zero for new pole configuration and zero for old pole configuration).
To generate the αβ voltage commands the synchronous speed command is multiplied by
corresponding pole pair numbers and integrated to generate ωt, 2ωt, 3ωt etc. Taking sine
of these generated angles the matrix to transform dq0 vector into αβ reference frame is
obtained. The obtained vαβ vector is then transformed into vabc command by multiplying
with the K′abc−αβ matrix. The generated vabc command is finally passed to the inverter to
generate the machine terminal voltages.
As an example case, the pole transition from 4 pole to 2 pole for the developed 12 phase
123





















































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.2: Machine control scheme
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Figure 6.3: Modulation indices for V/f control
Table 6.1: 4 pole - 2 pole transition at 1500 RPM synchronous speed
Parameter 4 pole 2 pole
Frequency (Hz) 50 25
Modulation (%) 100 50
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4 Pole operation 
[50 Hz - 1500RPM]
2 Pole operation 
[25 Hz - 1500RPM]
4 pole - 2 pole transition
Figure 6.4: 4 pole to 2 pole transition at 1500 RPM
machine fed from 48V DC bus has been discussed here. The machine was previously run-
ning at 50Hz, 4 pole configuration. Hence the synchronous speed of the machine was 1500
RPM. At t = 0.1 the pole select is changed from 4 pole to 2 pole. As the machine syn-
chronous speed is kept constant, the electrical frequency after the pole transition would be
25 Hz. The closed-loop speed control actually ensures rotor speed to be constant. However,
the speed control acts at a slower speed than the pole transition - hence at first the pole
transition will occur at a fixed synchronous speed, and thereafter the speed controller will
adjust the synchronous speed to match the loss in rotor speed due to change in slip caused
by the pole change. The drive configuration under 4 pole and 2 pole configuration is listed
in table 6.1.
It can be noted during the transition, frequency, phase and modulation all 3 parameters
of the inverter have to be changed simultaneously. The corresponding modulation indices
(for 4 pole and 2 pole) is at first calculated through the modulation index function, as shown
in Fig. 6.3. Next the controller ramps down the 4 pole modulation index (m2) to zero from
100, while simultaneously gradually rising the two pole modulation index m1 to 50 from
zero through the rate limit block. The resulting vdq0 commands are shown in the Fig. 6.4. It
can be noted for the 48V DC bus voltage the AC peak voltage is 24V. Hence the DQ0 and
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Figure 6.5: 4 pole to 2 pole transition at 1500 RPM - phase voltages
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αβ reference frame values correspond to 6 times 24V - 144V, due to the m2 factor originated
from the used Kabc−αβ transformation matrix. Next using the DQ0-αβ transformation, the
αβ commands are generated as shown in the middle of Fig. 6.4. As discussed earlier in
the machine model development section - due to the decoupled nature of different poles
in the αβ reference frame, it can be observed during pole transition 4 pole excitation is
gradually brought down to zero, while 2 pole excitation is gradually increased to the desired
value (50%). Finally using the inverse of Kabc−αβ matrix the αβ vectors are transformed
into phase voltages. For clarity, the waveforms of first three consecutive machine terminal
voltages during this transition are shown in the top subplot of the Fig. 6.4. All 12 phase
voltages of the machine during this pole transition are shown in Fig. 6.5.
6.4 Online pole changing - simulation results
Having developed the machine dynamic model and inverter control scheme, the same mod-
els have been implemented in the Matlab-Simulink platform to simulate online pole chan-
ging. Parameters of the developed experimental prototype, reported in chapter 4 has been
used for this simulation model. The schematic block diagram of the implemented simulation
model is shown in Fig 6.6. To emulate the actual experimental set up as closely as possible
the same user interface to the DSP (TMS320F28379D) [79] and control code used to pro-
gram the DSP has been used. The generated modulation index by the DSP has been passed
to a linear model of the inverter - which generates machine terminal voltages. At first, the
phase voltages applied to the machine have been transformed to stationary αβ reference
and then to the synchronously rotating reference frame (dq0). The dq0 voltages are fed into
the machine model which is modelled by using Eqn. 6.83. This model generates the stator
and rotor currents in the dq0 reference frame. Further using Eqn. 6.87 the electromagnetic
torque generated by the machine has been calculated. Eqn. 6.88 has been modelled in the
machine mechanical model to calculate rotor speed from electromagnetic torque and load
torque. Finally, the stator currents are inverse transformed from dq0 frame to αβ frame and
then stator reference frame.
Using this simulation model the online pole changing of the machine has been studied.
The waveforms of 8 pole - 6pole transition, 6 pole - 4 pole transition and 4 pole - 2 pole
transition are shown in Fig 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. The pole change command was
initiated by using the user interface module. The serial communication link in between the
user interface and the DSP is operated at 40 ms sampling frequency, hence there is a delay
between the pole change command and the actual pole transition initiated by the DSP. The
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Figure 6.6: Dynamic model of the PPMIM for online pole changing in MATLAB-Simulink
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Pole transition command
DSP starts pole 
transition Pole transition in 0.1s
Figure 6.7: Simulation results of 8 pole to 6 pole transition
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Figure 6.8: Simulation results of 6 pole to 4 pole transition
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Figure 6.9: Simulation results of 4 pole to 2 pole transition
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Table 6.2: Rotor time constant for different pole configurations
Pole No 2 4 6 8 10
Rotor resistanceR
′
r (in mΩ) 214.2 201.0 178.1 152.2 111.3
Rotor leakage inductanceL
′
lr (in mH) 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.3







(in mS) 648.5 177.1 85.9 53.9 51.2
αβ0 voltages show a gradual transition from one pole configuration to the other. Only 0.1
s has been given for the pole transition to complete. It can be seen, the speed waveform has
some ripples, which is settled within 1 s from the pole transition. The current waveforms in
αβ reference frame indicate there is no significant oscillation during the pole transition.
As shown from the simulation results, the machine phase current has different dynamics
during different pole transition. This can be attributed to the fact, the machine has different
rotor time constant, under different pole configurations. The rotor time constant is given as
given as the ratio of the rotor self inductance to rotor resistance. The rotor self inductance is
given as sum of the rotor leakage inductance and mutual inductance. Using the FEM results
obtained in chapter 3, the rotor time constant for different pole configurations are presented
in table 6.2. The rotor time constant (τr ) decides the rotor side flux dynamics. It can be
observed from the simulation results, the current oscillation persists for longest for 6-4 pole
transition compared to the other pole transitions. As 8 pole rotor time constant is very small,
the rotor flux responds quickly as the excitation is controlled from the stator side. Whereas
the 2 pole time constant is very large, hence the controller is able to act before the oscillation
persists. However, the 4 pole and 6 pole time constants are neither too large to be controlled
by the speed controller, nor too small to be settled quickly.
A minimal time period of 0.1 s has been given to complete the pole transition. For the
target application of this drive - an electric or hybrid vehicle application the pole changing
will emulate gear shifting, which is given 2s time in New European Driving Cycle. Hence
to achieve a smoother transition the pole transition time can be increased to 1 s.
It has been reported in [63], a vector control (by taking the current feedback of the
machine phases) will improve the transient during transition slightly compared to the im-
plemented scalar control. However, the improvement achieved over the implemented scalar
control by the vector control is not significant. If certain application has more stringent re-
quirement on the transients i.e. stricter requirement in speed, torque and current oscillation
and lesser time available for transition - vector control should be implemented by taking the
phase current feedback.
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6.5 Online pole changing - experimental results
The proposed pole changing control scheme has been implemented in the developed ex-
perimental hardware as well. The proposed inverter control scheme, discussed in section
6.3 has been implemented in the DSP control board (TMS320F28379D control card). A
quadrature encoder has been fitted at the non driving end of the machine shaft to sense ma-
chine speed. The machine speed is fed back into the controller to achieve closed loop scalar
control. A serial communication based graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed
in Matlab-Simulink platform for easy communication with the DSP controller. The user
interface allows to send the speed reference (ω∗r ) and pole selection command, as shown in
Fig. 6.2. To perform the experiment, the machine is at first run at a certain speed under a
specific pole configuration. Once the machine has achieved steady state the pole selection
command is initiated from the GUI. The machine terminal voltage and current (first three
phases), and machine speed is recorded during the transient.
Currents and phase voltages of three consecutive phases have been recorded in chan-
nel 1-3 and channel 5-7 respectively. Channel 4 shows the discrete signal indicating pole
number and channel 8 shows the speed measurement as an analogue signal. The recorded
waveforms for 8 pole to 6 pole at 750 RPM, 6pole to 4 pole at 1000 RPM and 4 pole to
2 pole transition at 1500 RPM under no load is shown in Fig. 6.10 - 6.12 respectively. It
can be observed in all three cases of pole transitions, due to the ramped transition strategy
from one pole configuration to another, the pole transition is completed within the given
0.1 s time, without any significant oscillation in the current, while the speed of the ma-
chine (channel 8) remained constant. As discussed earlier in the simulation results section,
the phase voltages (and hence the phase currents) changes magnitude, phase and frequency
simultaneously during online pole changing.
Due to the limitation of the hardware set up online pole changing under load condition
could not be performed. As the load machine is controlled using an off the shelf inverter, the
required control to program the load machine drive as a fixed torque load was not available
to the end user. However, as shown in simulation, the developed control scheme is capable
achieving online pole changing under load condition. A better dynamometer test bench set
up, with capability to to control the load machine as a fixed torque load, will enable enable
testing the developed machine under load condition.
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Figure 6.10: Experimental results of 8 pole to 6 pole transition
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Figure 6.11: Experimental results of 6 pole to 4 pole transition
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Figure 6.12: Experimental results of 4 pole to 2 pole transition
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6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter a dynamic model of the independent phase belt controller PPMIM has been
developed. It has been discussed previously the pole changing induction machine works
with cage machine only, as the squirrel cage rotor adopts suitably to different mmf applied
in the stator depending on the pole configuration. A rigorous mathematical approach has
been taken to develop the machine model without approximating the rotor as stator phases
- rather considering the rotor bars. The developed model shows that different pole config-
urations are independent of each other. Suitable reference frame transformation has been
developed to model the machine in arbitrary reference frame - same as conventional thee
phase induction machine. This enables the application of conventional flux oriented control
(FOC) of the induction machine for the developed machine. To validate the dynamic model
of the machine, an online pole changing strategy has been developed. A simple scalar con-
trol scheme has been designed as well. The model has been developed in Matlab - Simulink
platform to study online pole changing and simulation results has been reported. Finally
the developed online pole changing control scheme has been implemented on the hardware
prototype. Experimental results of the transient during online pole changing for different
pole pairs have been reported as well.
It should be noted the online pole changing scheme will work without the closed loop
speed control. However, due to the change of torque available from new pole configuration,
there will be a change in the slip in the machine, while the synchronous speed of the machine
remain constant. Hence at the end of transition there would be slight change in the rotor
speed . The simple scalar speed control solves this problem without introducing too much
complexity in the control. Moreover if a FOC is implemented by taking current feedback,
the dynamics in the current and speed oscillation would improve. For the target application
of xEVs as online pole changing will emulate a gear shifting the achieved 0.1 s transition
time is significantly lower than the allowed 2 s for gear shifting in standard drive cycle.
Hence the oscillation can be further decreased by increasing the transition time.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
The final chapter presents a summary of the work done in this thesis. Key contributions
of this work and their implications with respect to the challenges identified in the intro-
ductory chapter have been discussed. Finally, the chapter concludes with the possible
future extension of the presented work reflecting on the limitations of the work done in
this project.
7.1 Thesis Summary
In this thesis, an independent phase belt controlled Pole Phase Modulated Induction Ma-
chine for electric and hybrid electric vehicles has been reported. Whereas conventional pole
changing induction machines usually show the capability to reconfigure into two possible
pole configurations - the proposed generalised machine allows an m phase machine into
2,4,6...m− 2 pole configuration. As an example case, a 12 phase machine has been de-
signed, fabricated and tested which can be configured into 5 possible pole configurations -
2/4/6/8/10. The concept is at first developed through analytical methods to study the pro-
posed machine, and then validated by the FEA. Through this process the equivalent circuit
model of the machine under steady-state operation is developed. Next the proposed ma-
chine is designed, fabricated along with the necessary power electronic converter and its
controller. A complete circulating power test bench has been developed to test the fabric-
ated machine under load conditions. The prototype has been tested under steady-state to
show the capability of wide pole reconfigurability, and the torque-speed characteristics un-
der different pole configuration are reported. Finally a dynamic model of the machine has
been developed to achieve online pole changing of the machine. The dynamic model is im-
plemented in Matlab-Simulink to study the transients during online pole changing. Further
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based on the dynamic model of the machine an online pole changing scheme with a scalar
speed control has been discussed. The proposed control scheme achieves online pole chan-
ging within 0.1 s, without large oscillation. Finally the online pole changing control scheme
is implemented on the fabricated prototype machine and experimentally verified. A more
detailed chapter wise summary of the thesis is presented below.
Chapter 1 starts with literature review on various electric drive technologies reported
in the literature - induction machine, permanent magnet machine and switched reluctance
motor for EVs and HEVs and presents a detailed discussion on advantage and disadvant-
ages of each of these machines for xEVs. Based on this literature review the key technical
requirement of the electric drive for xEV is found to be significantly wider torque-speed
characteristics of the drive. This requirement arises from the various operating modes of
the electric machine in xEV - such as high torque low speed during starting for EV or ICE
cranking for HEV, high speed low torque during highway cruising in EV or alternator op-
eration in HEV, and medium range of torque speed during city drive, torque boosting and
regenerative braking in xEVs. Based on the literature survey and the technical challenge
identified for the electric drive for xEVs, the chapter finally identifies pole changing induc-
tion machine to be most promising to offer a wide torque speed characteristics.
Chapter 2 looks more into induction machine drives and the limitation of conventional
VVVF control of the machine in terms of torque-speed characteristics. It is identified that
the breakdown torque of the machine is inversely proportional to the square of the speed of
the machine under VVVF control (at speed higher than base speed) and thus becomes the
limiting factor at high speed. The chapter also looks into previously reported techniques for
pole changing of induction machines and identifies pole phase modulation to have highest
potential for reconfigurability which has been explored further in the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 3 introduces a novel independent phase belt controlled PPMIM. By allowing
control of each of the phase belts independently it has been shown for a generic m phase
machine can be reconfigured into 2,4,6...m− 2 pole configuration. Compared to previous
literature the independent phase belt control enables a higher number of pole configuration
using the same number of power electronics. As an example case a 12 phase machine has
been studied and shown to be reconfigured into a 2/4/6/8/10 pole machine. The 8 and 10
pole operation achieves a fractional phase per pole (12 phase for 8 pole - 1.5 phase /pole
and 12 phase for 10 pole - 1.2 phase / pole) as a first.
The chapter further delves into the development of the equivalent circuit model of the
machine under different pole configurations. However as the proposed machine does not use
standard winding configurations with go and return - hence the standard analytical model
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for the winding function and mmf function of machine winding can not be used. An ac-
curate mathematical approach has been developed to model the winding function and mmf
function of the stator winding by considering each of the slot currents individually rather
than in a loop. The rotor is also modelled by considering individual rotor bar current sep-
arately. Using the developed winding functions and mmf functions of the stator and rotor
windings (under the assumption of sinusoidal excitation) the closed-form analytical expres-
sions of the equivalent circuit parameters of the machine under different pole configuration
has been obtained. The developed model also refers the rotor quantities w.r.t. stator through
the derivation of an equivalent turns ratio for rotor to stator transformation. The machine
has been then analysed by FEM simulation under different pole configurations. A simple
mathematical process has been reported to extract the equivalent circuit parameters from the
FEA results. The equivalent circuit parameters from FEA and analytical expressions show
a good match, which has been used to obtain torque-speed characteristics of the machine.
The net torque-speed operation envelope of the machine using VVVF control on each of
the pole configurations has been reported and shown to be significantly increased compared
to a machine with similar power rating and single pole configuration. Finally, the chapter
concludes with a possible reduced flexibility PPMIM with only 6 phases allowing 4 pole
and 8 pole operation - which still manages to cover a large portion of the torque-speed op-
erating zone of the independent phase belt controlled PPMIM, using only half of the power
electronics.
Chapter 4 reports the design and fabrication of the prototype 12 phase 1.5 kW machine.
The details of the 12 phase low voltage high current sandwiched bus bar inverter design
along with isolated gate driver circuits and snubber circuit design have been reported as
well. The chapter also reports on the fabricated circulating power testbed using another off
the shelf IM and commercially available low voltage IM inverter for load testing of the pro-
totype. Finally, a serial communication based easy to use GUI software has been developed
in Matlab- Simulink platform for testing the machine under different pole configuration.
Chapter 5 reports the experimental results of the developed machine. At first the no-load
test and blocked rotor test have been performed on the machine. These results have been
used to obtain the equivalent circuit parameters of the machine. A good match between the
experimentally obtained values of the equivalent circuit parameter and the same obtained
from analytical and FEA in chapter 3 has been shown. Utilising the previously reported cir-
culating power testbed the fabricated prototype has been tested under different pole config-
uration. The torque-speed characteristics of the machine under different pole configurations
have been reported along with the power factor of the machine and efficiencies of machine,
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inverter and drive.
To effectively utilise the pole reconfigurability of the proposed drive, it is important to
achieve an online pole changing - without causing significant oscillation in machine current,
torque or speed. Hence having established the theory of steady-state operation of the pro-
posed independent phase belt controlled PPMIM and experimentally verifying the same in
previous chapters, chapter 6 focuses on the dynamic model of the proposed machine. The
dynamic model of the machine has to cover all possible pole configurations. A novel math-
ematical approach has been introduced to model the cage rotor more accurately by treating
individual rotor bars - rather than assuming the rotor to have the same number of phases
as the stator. This treatment is particularly important as a cage rotor is important for elec-
tronic pole changing from stator exciting, as only a cage rotor can accommodate to different
air-gap mmf generated by different pole configurations. Starting from the winding function
expressions of the stator and rotor winding the dynamic model has been established at first
in phase domain without any assumption of the excitation current/voltage waveforms. Then
suitable transformation matrices have been derived to transform the dynamic model into
stationary αβ reference frame where each of the pole pair is represented by a pair of αβ
vectors. Finally, the dynamic model is transformed into an arbitrary reference frame ( dq )
allowing the elimination of the position dependent mutual inductance terms.
The dynamic model shows in αβ frame of reference hence in dq frame of reference as
well, each of the pole configurations are independent of each other. This allows the devel-
opment of a simple online pole changing strategy by gradually turning off the current pole
excitation vector and slowly ramping up the excitation vector for the new pole configuration
while keeping the synchronous speed of the machine same. Coupled with V/f control of the
machine this translates into a simultaneous change of magnitude, phase and frequency of
the inverter modulation. The dynamic model of the machine (using the parameters of the
fabricated prototype machine) along with inverter control strategy has been implemented in
Matlab - Simulink platform. A simple scalar speed control loop has been implemented too.
The simulation results of online pole changing - from 8 pole - 6 pole, 6 pole - 4 pole and 4
pole - 2 pole have been reported for the fabricated prototype. Finally, the proposed inverter
control scheme has been implemented in the experimental hardware and the online pole
changing has been successfully verified by experimental results as well. Although previous
literature has reported on the dynamic model of the other PPMIM and simulation results of
online pole changing, there has been no report on the experimental results of online pole
changing. The experimental results of the transient during the pole transition from 8 pole
- 6 pole, 6 pole - 4 pole and 4 pole - 2 pole have been reported in this thesis. The pole
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transition has been achieved both in simulation and experiment within only 0.1 s without
any significant oscillation in current, speed or torque. However there is plenty of headroom
to slow down the transition by allowing more time - as online pole changing emulates gear
shifting for the intended application of xEVs, which is given 2 s in a standard drive cycle.
7.2 Key Contributions
The key contributions of this thesis are now summarised below:
• A novel pole changing induction machine has been reported in this thesis. Using the
proposed independent phase belt controlled pole phase modulation the proposed ma-
chine achieves higher reconfigurability compared to previously reported PPMIM. A
single machine capable of 5 different pole configuration has been designed, fabricated
and tested.
• The proposed machine removes the constraint of the magnetic space phase angle
between two consecutive phase bands to be a submultiple of π as a first. In the con-
ventional machines, the north and south poles are constructed by the go and return of
the phase winding (i.e a and a′), which ensures integral phase per pole. This can be
interpreted as the magnetic space phase angle between two consecutive phase bands
to be a submultiple of π . For a conventional 3 phase machine, this magnetic space
phase angle between two consecutive phase band can be found to be π3 . The proposed
machine operates in 2/4/6/8/10 pole configuration. The 8 pole configuration achieves
magnetic space phase angle between two consecutive phases to be 2π3 and for 10 pole
machine this angle can be found to be 5π6 .
• As the conventional winding structure with go and return is no more valid for some of
pole configurations of an independent phase belt controlled PPMIM (8 and 10 pole for
the prototype 12 phase machine) a new mathematical model of the winding function
and mmf function of the toroidal winding machine has been reported. The mathem-
atical model treats each of the slot currents independently thus allowing modelling of
independent phase belt control. It has been further shown that the developed model
can be easily extended to model the rotor bars as well accurately without making any
approximation to model the rotor to have the same number of stator phases.
• Using the developed mathematical model of the stator and rotor winding functions, a
complete set of closed-form expressions for the equivalent circuit parameters of the
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machine (under steady-state operation - with sinusoidal excitation current) has been
obtained. The analytical expressions are validated by FEA and later experimental
validation of a prototype machine as well.
• It has been shown at the end of chapter 3 a significant portion of the torque-speed
operation envelope can be achieved by only two modes of operation - 8 pole and 4
pole. It has been further shown these two operation modes can be achieved using
only 6 leg inverter. Compared to a conventional 3 phase inverter, using only 3 more
legs this combination offers a modification in the torque-speed operation zone of the
machine. Although only two operation modes are used in this configuration, the 8
pole operation is obtained by use of the proposed independent phase belt control -
which has not been reported earlier.
• The proposed 12 phase machine with 5 different pole configuration has been fab-
ricated and experimentally validated using the developed circulating power testbed.
Machine equivalent circuit parameters under different pole configuration have been
obtained and show good match with the same obtained by analytical and FEA meth-
ods. The close match of the analytical expressions with FEA and experimental results
will enable a robust design optimisation for a specific rating / torque-speed character-
istics without using computationally intensive FEA for each of the design iterations.
The torque-speed characteristics of the machine has been obtained at different pole
configurations. In line with the proposed theory - the machine achieves a modified
torque-speed operating zone.
• Similar to the steady-state analytical model of the machine, the dynamic model of
the machine is also obtained using the mathematical model of the winding function.
Unlike the steady-state model, the dynamic model does not use mmf function, as
no approximation has been made for the excitation current. Moreover, the dynamic
model of the rotor is also obtained by considering each of the rotor bars separately
rather than approximating the rotor to have the same number of stator phases. Hence
as a first, closed-form expressions for the complete dynamic model of the PPMIM
have been derived.
• Through suitable transformations it has been shown that each of the pole configura-
tions can be controlled independently. Thus utilising the dynamic model of the ma-
chine a simple gradual pole transition strategy has been devised which allows smooth
online pole changing. The online pole changing has been validated both by simulation
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model (in Matlab - Simulink platform) and experimental results as well.
7.3 Future Works
This thesis presents the possibility of reconfiguring a single machine into multiple pole con-
figurations electronically by deploying independent phase belt controlled pole phase modu-
lation. Several areas of the work presented in this thesis can be extended to pursue further
research to maximise the benefit obtained from the proposed pole changing technique and
optimise the drive performance. Some of the possible future works are listed below:
• Optimised machine design
As the proposed pole changing technique realises different air-gap mmf under different pole
configurations, the stator core flux density changes inversely with the pole numbers for a
fixed frequency and voltage. Further, the higher pole number causes higher flux density
at stator teeth. This subjects the core to maximum flux density for the minimum pole pair
configuration and the teeth to maximum flux density under maximum pole configuration.
For the constraint of time and capability to manufacture custom machine stator, a radially
wound induction machine stator was used to fabricate the prototype for this thesis. Detailed
design optimisation can be pursued to optimise the stator design specifically taking into
account of the toroidal winding and pole changing. An optimised design will result in the
better design of the stator core yoke depth, slot width and depth design to maximize the net
utilization of magnetic core under different pole configurations.
• Holistic drive design optimisation
Electric and hybrid vehicles pose as the most attractive application of the reported reconfig-
urable induction machine drive. Holistic design optimisation can be pursued by taking into
account the intended torque-speed operating zone of the drive beforehand. Using existing
vehicle driving profile data or standard drive cycles and vehicle details the most commonly
used torque-speed zone of the drive can be found. Using this torque-speed operation zones
an optimised machine with reduced phase legs (such as the 4/8 pole machine with 6 leg dis-
cussed in chapter 3) can be designed which specifically covers the intended operation zones.
This will enable an optimum number of power electronic devices to cater the required oper-
ating zones.
• Study on the effect of stator slot harmonics, rotor bar harmonics
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The air gap mmf of the machine in higher pole count ( hence lower phase count) has higher
harmonics. Hence the study of the harmonics on the machine performance is important.
The mathematical model presented in chapter 3 can be extended to take into account of the
effect of these harmonics - by modifying the simplified winding function to take into account
the harmonics effect. The dynamic model too can be modified to take into account the
harmonics as the same set of winding functions are used as a basis to obtain the inductance
expressions. Furthermore, the machine design optimisation can be extended to take this into
account as well. Furthermore, the phase shifted carrier technique can be applied to higher
pole configurations to reduce the net phase harmonics.
• Vector controlled pole transition
By taking the phase current feedback of the phases the machine current in dq reference
frame can be obtained by using the developed transformation matrices. Then a control
scheme can be implemented to control the machine current in dq reference frame. As the
dynamic model of the machine shows each of the pole configurations to be independent
of each other, standard vector control scheme of three phase IM can be applied to control
the machine for better dynamic performance. The control scheme can be further utilised
to achieve online pole transition. This can be achieved by gradually reducing the i∗d and





the intended pole configuration. In addition to this, online pole changing under different
load condition can be performed, to find the optimal settings for the closed loop controller
(either scalar / vector control) - which will ensure smooth transition without large oscillation
in speed or current.
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The three phase IM fed with fixed voltage and frequency can be studied by using a per phase
equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. A.1. The circuit consists of stator winding resistance
(Rs), stator leakage inductance (Ls), rotor winding resistance - referred to the stator (R
′
r),
rotor leakage inductance - referred to the stator (L
′
r), magnetising inductance (Lm), and core
loss resistance (Rm).








where ωs is the supply electrical frequency (in rad/s), ωre is rotor speed in electrical refer-
Ls L’rRs
Lm
R’r /s  
RmV1
 
Figure A.1: IM per phase equivalent circuit
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Induction Machine Torque-Speed Characteristics
ence, and ω is the synchronous frequency. ωs, ωre and ω is given as below:
ωs = 2π f (A.2)





where f is the supply frequency (in Hz), ωr is the rotor speed (in rad/s), and p is the num-
ber of pole pair of the machine. The resistance R
′
r
s , represents both rotor winding loss and










the first term R
′




r represents the electromag-
netic energy transfer. The electromagnetic power transferred to the rotor is given as power
consumed by the resistor 1−ss R
′













2 is the current through the rotor, referred to stator. Using Eqn. A.1,A.2, A.3 and










If the magnetising branch (Lm) and core loss component (Rm) is neglected, I
′















































Table A.1: Example IM [6]
Symbol Value Unit
Number of phases 3
Pole pair p 3
RMS terminal voltage (L-L) Vll 230 V
Frequency f 60 Hz
Stator resistance Rs 0.06 Ω




Rotor leakage reactance X
′
r 0.33 Ω
Magnetising reactance Xm 10.6 Ω
It is evident from Eqn. A.9, the torque produced in IM is proportional to square of line
voltage, simple voltage control using variac does not allow smooth control over torque-
speed characteristics of the machine. As an example case, IM parameters have been taken
from [6], detailed in Table A.1. The torque-speed characteristics of this machine is shown
in Fig. A.2.
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Torque - speed characterisitcs
Figure A.2: IM torque-speed characteristics
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Appendix B
Circuit Parameters from FEA
From Eqn. 3.77, the stator voltage, applied at one phase (one inverter leg) is related to the
current of the same phase as below:










As mentioned earlier the current is set to be 1∠0, for the first phase, and the next ones
are phase shifted, as per Eqn. 3.4. Hence the phase impedance ZS is same as the induced
voltage, given as










This can be simplified by substituting lr = Lm+L
′
r, Rs = r1, R
′
r = r2, Ls = l1, L
′
r = l2, Lm = lm
as below
Zs = r1 + jωl1 +
jωlmr2−ω2lml2
r2+ jωlr


















































= r1 + kr2 + jω {l1 + lm − klr}
(B.3)
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Equating real and imaginary quantities separately the following can be obtained
r1 + kr2 = ℜ(Z) (B.5)
and




Where ℜ(Z) and ℑ(Z) represents real and imaginary part of the impedance Z. Z1 and Z2
are obtained for two frequencies ω1 and ω2, and the following is defined











l1 + lm − k1lr = b1
l1 + lm − k2lr = b2
(B.9)










k1 − k2 = a1−a2r2















































Eqn B.15 can be solved as






























Circuit Parameters from FEA















= β 2 (say)
(B.19)
As τ1 has been expressed in both Eqn. B.12 and B.19 in terms of the known quantities,
hence the equations in B.9 can not be solved for all 4 unknowns. However, it is reasonable
to assume for a practical induction machine, primary and secondary leakage inductance to
be almost similar. Hence under the assumption l1 ≈ l2, lr = l1 + lm . Hence putting the
values from Eqn. B.12 and B.13
lr = a2b1−a1b2a2−a1
⇒ lrr2 r2 =
a2b1−a1b2
a2−a1
⇒ τ1r2 = a2b1−a1b2a2−a1
⇒ b1−b2a2−a1 r2 =
a2b1−a1b2
a2−a1
⇒ r2 = a2b1−a1b2b1−b2
(B.20)



















These derivations are obtained under the assumption of l1 ≈ l2. Table B.1 summarises the
final expressions for the circuit parameters from FEA. Rs has been already obtained
































































   
   
   

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C.1: Circuit schematic of gate driver (each leg - high side and low side device)
168
Figure C.2: PCB layout of gate driver
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PCB Designs




The dimensions of the fabricated machine is given below. The same machine dimensions
are used for FEA and analytical model for equivalent circuit parameters.
171
Machine dimensions
Figure D.1: Stator stamping dimensions
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Off the shelf machine details
The details of the commercially available IM used in the circulating power test bench are
provided below.
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Figure E.2: Test results (supplied by the manufacturer) of the off the shelf IM used in the
test bench.
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